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“Guiding Opinions on Performance of Social Responsibilities by Central State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs)” issued 

by the State-Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC) of the State Council;

“Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Reporting Guide” issued by the Hong Kong Exchanges and 

Clearing Limited;

“G4 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines” issued by the Global Reporting Initiative;

“ISO 26000 -- Guidance on Social Responsibility” issued by the International Organization for Standardization 

(ISO);

“Chinese CSR Preparation Guide (CASS-CSR 3.0)” issued by the Research Center for Corporate Social 

Responsibility of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.

Based on the industry background, the Report highlights the characteristics of CCCC, and conforms to the relevant 

standards relating to sustainable development information disclosure of the industry peers. The key references of 

the Report are as follows;
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Access to the Report
This Report is released in forms of printed and electronic versions. The electronic version is available for 

downloading from and browsing on the column of “Social Responsibility” at CCCC’s official website: www.ccccltd.cn.

If you want to get the printed version of this Report, or have any suggestions and opinions, please feel free to 

contact us:

Contact: Party Committee Work Department (Corporate Culture Department) of China Communications Construction 

Company Limited

Address: No. 85, Deshengmenwai Street, Xicheng District, Beijing, China

Tel.: 86-10-82016737

Fax: 86-10-82016824

E-mail: tiantian@cccctld.cn

Report Specifications
Scope of the Report

Period of the Report

Issuance

Representations

References

This Report covers China Communications Construction Company Limited and its affiliated branches and 

subsidiaries. China Communications Construction Company Limited is also referred to as ‘CCCC’, the ‘Company’ or 

‘We’.

This is an annual report, covering the period from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016. Some contents may go 

beyond the above period.

This Report is the 10th social responsibility report issued by CCCC since 2008.

There is no false information or misleading statement in the Report and CCCC guarantees its authenticity, 

accuracy and completeness.

Should there be any inconsistency between the data disclosed in the Report and CCCC’s Annual Report, the latter 

shall prevail. All currency amounts are in RMB unless otherwise stated.

Project and equipment pictures herein all show the projects, devices or equipment products undertaken, owned or 

used by the Company.

Taking the 2016 Social Responsibility Report as a starting point, the cover design uses a 

consistent abstract image of bridge to unify the style of five social responsibility reports from 

2016 to 2020, reflecting the consistent promises of CCCC in fulfilling social responsibility 

during the “13th Five-Year Plan” period. The cover design is mainly hand-painted. The long-

span smooth lines with fewer ups and downs mean “making the world more connected”; the 

profiles of cities and people mean “making the city more livable”; and the bright and clear 

color means “making the life better.” The overall design is simple, concise and profound, and 

features creativity and continuity.
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Party Secretary and Chairman

Message from the Management

President

Time marches on and hard work pays off. The year of 2016 

was crucial for comprehensively deepening reform, and 

CCCC, under the complicated and challenging international 

and domestic environment and in the face of arduous tasks 

of reform and development, has carried out the five major 

development ideas of innovation, coordination, green, 

opening-up and sharing in a deep-going way, insisted on 

the strategic guidance of cultivating CCCC as an “excellent 

business entity in five fields,” generated new momentum for 
supply-side reform, advanced quality and efficiency, achieved 
progress in international market, and realized the strategic 

transformation from a project contractor to investor, developer 

and operator, promoting the growth of the enterprise to a new 

level. In 2016, CCCC delivered good operating performance 

in defiance of an overall swoon, and the amount of newly 

signed contracts, operating revenue and total profits of the 

Company reached 730.8 billion yuan, 431.74 billion yuan and 

22.23 billion yuan respectively, achieving a good start of the 

13th Five-Year Plan (2016-2020).

Closely following the national strategy of “going global,” CCCC 

has constantly promoted social responsibility performance 

in overseas market, and made great achievements in the 

fields of opening-up and cooperation. We have been ranked 
the first among the ENR largest international contractors 

in Asia for ten years in a row, and the third among the 

largest international contractors in the world according to 

the latest ENR ranking. In 2016, the Company’s footprint 

covered 145 countries and regions, vigorously promoting the 

“Chinese technologies,” “Chinese standards” and “Chinese 

management” in international market; built roads, bridges, 

ports and airports, realizing the “hard connection” of air, sea 

and land infrastructure; stayed true to the mission both in 

international and domestic markets and actively fulfilled social 
responsibility, achieving “soft connection” of the Chinese 

and foreign peoples, which highlights the great sense of 

responsibility of a central SOE.

Adhering to moral principles, seeking fairness and 

striving for win-win results, CCCC has been going 

beyond expectation, satisfying the demands of 

stakeholders. In 2016, we insisted on the principle 

of quality construction, successfully completing the 

Nanjing Yangtze River Tunnel (III), the Bijie-Duge 

Expressway Beipan River Bridge and other world-

class projects, and advancing the major projects such 

the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge, the Shanghai 

Yangshan Deepwater Port Project (Phase IV) and the 

Mombasa-Nairobi SGR Project in Kenya. We persisted 

in the practice of parallel promotion of environmental 

protection and project construction, winning the title of 

“Outstanding Enterprise in Energy-Saving and Emission 

Reduction” of the SASAC. We adhered to the idea 

of putting people first, enhanced employee care, and 

promoted precision poverty alleviation, creating shared 

value. We practiced the five major development ideas, 
boosting comprehensive, coordinated and sustainable 

development of economy, society an environment.

We have quickened the pace from mountains to 

mountains without rest. In 2017, we will continue 

to grasp the major trends of both domestic and 

international markets, strengthen internal and external 

coordination, work hard to share the responsibility 

of government in economic and social development, 

participate in regional economic development in an in-

depth way and provide high-quality public services for 

government procurement. We will earnestly advance 

the transformation and upgrading of the enterprise, and 

steadily promote CCCC to a world-class enterprise with 

international competitiveness. 
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Responsibility Features

 CCCC Makes Changes in Life

Change the Lifestyle – Beipan River Bridge

Change the travel mode – Xiamen Air Bike Lane

In the past, carriages and horses were slow, and written message was far away

Nowadays, the world is small

Bridges, tunnels, ports, and roads

Make the impossible possible

“Turning deep chasm into a thoroughfare” is no longer a dream

“Sailing a thousand miles in a day” has become a reality

It is transportation that makes changes happen

Built 663 quay berths of various kinds accumulatively

Dredged and reclaimed 385.949 million square meters accumulatively

Dredged 2.046561 billion cubic meters accumulatively

Built 11,400 kilometers of expressways accumulatively

Built 4,301.9 kilometers of railways and rail transit accumulatively

CCCC (2014-2016)

On December 29  , 2016, the Beipan River Bridge, which crosses the Duge 

Township of Liupanshui City in Guizhou Province and Puli Township of Xuanwei 

City in Yunnan Province, was successfully completed. The bridge, which was 

jointly built by the two provinces, is 1,341.4 meters long, and the vertical height 

between the bridge floor and valley bottom is 565 meters, equaling to the height 
of a 200-story building. At present, it is the highest bridge in the world. 

Beipan River Bridge is 

1,341.4 meters

The vertical height between the 
bridge floor and valley bottom is

565 meters

Shorten the distance:Before the completion of the bridge, it takes five hours of driving from Xunwei City 
of Yunnan Province to Liupanshui City of Guizhou Province. The completion of the bridge shortens the 
driving to just more than one hour, enhancing the connection of the two cities.

Create jobs:Recruiting local workers to participate in the construction is a priority for the project managers, 
which created jobs for local people.

Promote economic development:The convenient transportation facilitates the sales of local agricultural 
products and the development of mineral resources, which boosted the economic growth.

Reduce the proportion of the left-behind elderly and children: The local economic development attracts 
more people to return to their hometown, which effectively lowered the proportion of the left-behind elderly 
and children.

Make Changes Happen

Before the completion of the bridge, 
local villagers face travel difficulties The bridge stands at high mountains and lofty hills

“The completion of the Beipan River Bridge provides an opportunity to the Duge Township to shake off poverty 
and achieve prosperity. We will utilize the social influence of the bridge and the local tourism resources to build a 
tourism circle centering on the bridge, creating new life for local people.”

----Xu Yaobo, chief of Duge Township

“The completion of the bridge facilitates the transportation of the local products such as corns and roxburgh rose 
fruits. There is no need for me to be a migrant worker.”

----Fu Deli, a local villager

In January 2017, the demonstration project of the Xiamen Yunding Road bike fast track, which was built by CCCC Third 

Harbor Engineering Company Limited, was completed, offering a convenient green passage for local people. The project 

focused on the people’s livelihood, and delivered the ideas of green and innovative development. The CCTV’s Xinwen 

Lianbo conducted a live broadcast on the project, praising the green travel mode and the magnificent colors.

th
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Voice of 
Stakeholder

Inherent Tags

Our Achievements

Our Achievements

Our Honors

“First in China”:The lane, which adopts steel box girder structure, consumes more than three tons of steel. In 
terms of scale, building, and cutting-edge lift technology, it ranked No. 1 of its kind in China.

“Longest in the world”:The lane is about 7.6 kilometers long with seven platforms, 355 public bike corrals and 
253 private bike corrals.

“Magnificent colors”:The main color of the bridge floor is green and the intersection adopts red and green, so 
as to distinguish the different sub-lanes.

Xiamen Air Bike Lane

“Cycling on the air bike lane can not only avoid congestion, but also enjoy splendid sights, effectively boosting the 
livable index of Xiamen City. I hope more high-quality and down-to-earth projects could be built in the future. ”

---- A citizen of Xiamen City

Respond to the “Belt and Road (B&R)” Initiative and Tell 
Chinese Stories to the World
The future of the world will be fully connected. The advantage of whole industry chain of CCCC in the sector of infrastructure 

makes it a reliable force in conducting projects along the “B&R.” In 2016, CCCC signed 108 new project contracts and the 

amount of these contacts reached 16.4 billion US dollars, which took 13 percent of the total contracts relating to the “B&R” 

initiative, ranking No. 1 among Chinese enterprises. CCCC, as the only representative of the state-owned enterprises, 

participated in and addressed at a national conference on the "B&R" initiative, offering advice and suggestions for the 

promotion of the initiative.

Covering 58 countries and regions along the “Belt and Road”

The first railway that adopts Chinese standards in terms of 

railway construction and operation in Africa

Excellent Highway Project Prize in 2014

Built 95 deep-water berths

Participated in 200-odd projects relating to the initiative

The design speed of passenger line is 120 KM/h, and that of 

the cargo line is 80 KM/h, which could reduce the logistics 

cost by 40 percent

Brunel Prize by the UK-based Institution of Civil Engineers 

(ICE) in 2015

Built 10 airports

Built more than 10,000 kilometers of highway accumulatively

The project contributes 1.5 percent of Kenya’s GDP growth

The project creates more than 30,000 jobs

Luban Prize for Construction Project (Overseas Project) in 

2016

1,800 kilometers of railway is under construction

Built 152 bridges

823 overseas infrastructure 

projects are under construction

Total amount of overseas project

 contracts is about 92.6 billion US

 dollars

“Going Global” to Highlight Chinese Quality

“Going Global” to Share Chinese Technologies

Penang Second Bridge is a bridge built across the Northwest Channel of Penang, Malaysia, and is the longest cross-sea 

bridge in Southeast Asia. The construction is fully conducted under the marine environment, hence more difficult than other 
waterborne engineering projects of the world. CCCC, by using various kinds of new equipment, new processes and new 

technologies as well as innovative management mode, successfully completed the project, winning highly recognition from 

the international community.

The Mombasa-Nairobi SGR Project in Kenya is the first modern standard gauge railway in East Africa. As the flagship 

project of the Kenya Vision 2030, the railway is 472 kilometers long, and adopts the first grade standards of national railway 
line in terms of design and construction, sharing the more competitive Chinese standards and Chinese technologies with the 

African continent.

“The Mombasa-Nairobi SGR Project provides lots of job opportunities for 

engineers, carpenters, masons, technicians, machinery operators and ordinary 

workers. By working together with Kenya’s workers, the Chinese engineers could 

teach them sophisticated engineering technologies, bring them new technological 

knowledge relating to railway construction. This project is changing the life of local 

people.”

----Manager of the 6th Department of Mombasa-Nairobi SGR Project
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“Going global” to Show China’s National Image

Promote cultural communication: We encourage domestic employees to come out of the narrow circle and 

integrate themselves into the life and culture of the country of residence; We encourage them to focus 

on local market, establish friendship with local partners and promote the communication of Chinese and 

foreign cultures.

Create job opportunities for local people: We create many job opportunities for local people, win high 

recognition from the local government and market, and contribute to local economy and people’s livelihood 

of the country of residence.

Provide training for local people: We improve the skills and education of local peoples, which can 
ensure long-term employment of local staff and improve local people’s livelihood.

Long-distance running contest along
the Lomé Beltway in Togo

Employees with China Road and Bridge Corporation guided
the students of Togo to conduct field measurement

CCCC Montenegro Highway Football League 2016

Who We Are

About Us

Corporate Profile

CCCC is a major world-leading infrastructure player that provides whole package solution. Its business scope covers 

waterway, highway, bridge, railway, rail transit, municipal project as well as urban complex development and equipment 

manufacturing. With strong independent innovation capability, the Company is No .1 in many infrastructure sectors:

CCCC has more than 60 wholly-owned or controlled subsidiaries, and owns 

six well-known brands: CCCC, CHEC, CRBC, ZPMC, F&G and John Holland. 

The Company has set up 210 overseas offices in 109 countries and regions, 

conducting business in 145 countries and regions around the world by relying 

on the constantly improved overseas operating network. It holds the first place 
among Chinese-funded construction enterprises in terms of international market 

share.

World’s largest 

port design and 

construction 

company World’s largest 

highway and 

bridge design 

and construction 

company

World’s largest 

dredging company

World’s largest 

container crane 

manufacturer

World’s largest 

offshore oil drilling 

platform design 

company

Asia’s largest 

international 

contractor

China’s largest 

expressway investor

China’s third largest 

railway engineering 

and construction 

company

CCCC has more than

60 wholly-owned or 
 controlled subsidiaries
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CCCC is listed both on the Shanghai and Hong Kong Stock Exchanges, 

taking a leading position among industry peers of the world in terms of 

profitability and value creation. In 2016, the amount of the newly signed 
contracts of the Company reached 730.802 billion yuan, the operating 

revenue amounted to 431.743 billion yuan, and the total profits were 

22.23 billion yuan. CCCC was ranked the 110th among the Fortune 

Global 500, and the third among the ENR Top International Contractors 

and the first among the Chinese enterprises. It was awarded the title 

of “Class-A” enterprise in the annual operating performance evaluation 

conducted by the SASAC for 11 years in a row, and was identified as one 
of the top ten key enterprises for international operation strategy and one 

of the top ten key enterprises for the building of world-class enterprises.

In 2016, the amount of the newly signed 
contracts of the Company reached

730.802 billion yuan

The operating revenue amounted to

431.743 billion yuan

Business Scope

CCCC achieved good performance in the fields of port and bridge engineering

CCCC achieved good performance in the field of urban complex development and operation

CCCC achieved good performance in the field of comprehensive infrastructure investment

Independently designed and constructed seven of the world’s ten largest ports in terms of throughput

Designed or constructed five of the world’s ten longest cable-stayed bridges in terms of bridge span

Designed or constructed seven of the world’s 18 suspension bridges with a main span of more than 

1000 meters

Designed or constructed six of the world’s ten largest cross-sea bridges

Shanghai Yangshan Deepwater Port Project

Sutong Yangtze River Bridge Beijing-Shanghai High-Speed Railway

Shantou East-Coast New City Project

Guiyang-Duyun Expressway Jamaica’s North-South Highway BOT Project

Chaotianmen Bridge

Guangzhou Nansha New Area Development Project

Colombo Port City in Sri Lanka

Colombo Port City in Sri Lanka: The planning construction scale is more than 5.3 million square meters, and the 

project will integrate business, commerce, entertainment, residence and other functions into a whole system.
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Board of Supervisors

CCCC achieved good performance in the fields of marine heavy industry and port equipment manufacturing and 

services

CCCC actively expanded financial business

ZPMC A new generation of container gantry in Ningbo Yuandong wharf

300 feet jack-up oil drilling rig The "blue whale" 7500 tons full rotation floating crane

Starting from the integration of industry and finance, centering on the improvement of value of financial enterprise, and 
aiming at providing diversified, professional and high-end financial services, CCCC is committed to building China’s 
leading industrial finance with unique characteristics and offering first-rate services.

 Organizational Structure

Board of Directors

President’s Board

Comprehensive 
Management Dept.

Supervisionand 
Guarantee Dept.

Business 
Division

Subsidiaries and Regional 
Headquarters

Subsidiaries
(Attached List)

Office of the Board of 
Directors

Capital

management

business

Industrial

fund

business

Financial

leasing

business

Asset

management

business

Market

value

management

China Communications Construction 
Company Limited (CCCC)

Strategy Committee

Audit Committee

Remuneration and Appraisal

Committee

Nomination Committee

Party Committee

General Office

Party Committee Work Dept.(Corporate

 Culture Dept.)

Human Resources Dept.(Party 

Committee Organization Dept.)

Financial and Capital Operation Dept

Strategic Development Dept

Operation Management Dept

Science and Technology Dept(Chief 

Engineer Office)

IT Management Dept

Financial Management Dept

Material Procurment Center 

Management Dept

Supervision Dept(Office 

of Discipline Inspection 

Committee)

Safety, Quality and 

Environment Dept.

Audit Dept

Legal Dept

Overseas BusinessDivision

Port and Dredging Division

Road, Bridge and Rail 

Transit Division

Equipment Manufacturing 

and Marine Heavy Industry 

Division

CCCC EPC Branch

Haixi Regional Headquarters

Hainan RegionalHeadquarters

Xinjiang Regional Headquarters

East China Regional Headquarters

Center China Regional Headquarters

Northwest China Regional 

Headquarters

Southwest China Regional 

Northeast China Regional 

Headquarters 

South China Regional Headquarters

Overseas Business

Infrastructure construction business

CCCC Dredging (Group) Co., Ltd.

Infrastructure design business

Finance and investment business

Equipment manufacturing business 

Other busines
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List of subsidiaries

Overseas business:  
China Harbor Engineering Company Ltd. (CHEC)

China Road and Bridge Corporation (CRBC)

CCCC Dredging (Group) Co., Ltd.: 
CCCC Tianjin Dredging Co., Ltd.

CCCC Shanghai Dredging Co., Ltd.

CCCC Guangzhou Dredging Co., Ltd.

Infrastructure construction business:  
CCCC First Harbor Engineering Company Ltd.

CCCC Second Harbor Engineering Company Ltd.

CCCC Third Harbor Engineering Company Ltd.

CCCC Fourth Harbor Engineering Company Ltd.

CCCC First Highway Engineering Co., Ltd.

CCCC Second Highway Engineering Co., Ltd.

CCCC Third Highway Engineering Co., Ltd.

CCCC Fourth Highway Engineering Co., Ltd.

CCCC Road and Bridge International Co., Ltd.

CCCC Tunnel Engineering Company Limited

CCCC Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.

Infrastructure design business:  
CCCC Water Transportation Consultants Co., Ltd.

CCCC Highway Consultants Co., Ltd.

CCCC First Harbor Consultants Co., Ltd.

CCCC Second Harbor Consultants Co., Ltd.

CCCC Third Harbor Consultants Co., Ltd.

CCCC-FHDI Engineering Co., Ltd.

CCCC First Highway Consultants Co., Ltd.

CCCC Second Highway Consultants Co., Ltd.

CCCC Railway Consultants Group Co., Ltd.

China Highway Engineering Consulting Corporation

CCCC Road and Bridge Consultants Co., Ltd.

Equipment manufacturing business:  

Shanghai Zhenhua Port Machinery Co., Ltd.

China Highway Vehicle and Machinery Co., Ltd.

CCCC Xi’an Road Construction Machinery Co., Ltd.

CCCC Shanghai Equipment Engineering Co., Ltd.

Tianhe Mechanical Equipment Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Other business: 
Chuwa Bussan Co., Ltd.

China Communications Materials and Equipment 

Company Limited

Capital Expressway Development Co., Ltd. 

Finance and investment business:

CCCC International Holding Limited

CCCC Finance Company Ltd.

CCCC Investment Company Limited

CCCC Fund Management Co., Ltd.

CCCC Asset Management Company Limited

CCCC Financial Leasing Co., Ltd.

CCCC Urban Investment Holding Company Limited

CCCC Ocean Investment Holding Company Limited

CCCC Strait Investment Holding Company Limited

CCCC Hainan Construction Investment Limited

CCCC Haixi Investment Co., Ltd.

CCCC East China Investment Co., Ltd.

CCCC North China Investment Co., Ltd.

CCCC Central China Investment Co., Ltd.

CCCC Southwest Investment and Development Co., Ltd.

CCCC Northwest Investment and Development Co., Ltd.
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 Corporate Culture

Corporate Vision                  Make the world more connected; Make the city more livable; Make the life better

Corporate Mission               Build high-quality infrastructure and lay a solid foundation for future prosperity

Corporate Spirit                   Build a connected world with international vision

Corporate Philosophy   Fulfill the contract with full commitment, Strive for your utmost satisfaction

Corporate Value                 Fairness, inclusiveness, pragmatism and innovation

Employees’ Values   Uphold moral values, promote lifelong learning, and strive for excellence

Corporate Governance

Governance Structure

Investor Relations Compliance Operation

According to the ‘Corporate Law’, ‘Securities Law’ and other laws and regulations 

as well as the requirements of modern corporate governance, CCCC has built 

modern corporate governance structure consisting of board of directors, board 

of supervisors, and the management team. In 2016, CCCC held one annual 

shareholders’ meeting and eight meetings of board of directors, deliberating 71 

proposals in total.

CCCC has attached importance to investor relations management and conducted 

communications with relevant parties by means of daily reception, investor 

meeting and special topic reverse roadshow, so as to improve the corporate 

transparency. In 2016, the Company arranged nearly 100 one-to-one receptions 

and participated in 15 investor forums. 

CCCC has strictly abided by the information disclosure rules for listed companies, 

improved information disclosure system, released bulletins in a regular manner, 

and enhanced the accuracy and timeliness of operation information disclosure. 

Through social media, the Company released WeChat-version interim report 

titled “2016 First Half-Year Performance and Second Half-Year Plan of CCCC 

Explained in One Graph,” which attracted 7,445 visits, and nearly 100 likes and 

comments. This kind of performance report could provide timely, concise and 

dynamic operation information of the Company for the investors.

WeChat-version interim 
report which attracted 

7,445 visits

Our Performance

Personal Awards

Enterprise Awards 

Awarded the A assessment – the highest honor for information disclosure of listed companies of theShanghai 
Stock Exchange in 2015

Liu Qitao, Chairman of CCCC, ranked No. 72 of Chinese Best 100 CEO by Harvard Business Review

Awarded the prize of the “Top 100 Chinese Companies Listed on the Main Board” of the China Securities 
Times and the New Fortune

Chen Fenjian, President of CCCC, ranked No. 3 of the Institutional Investor's Best President of Construction 
Industry

Ranked the No. 2 of the Institutional Investor's Best Investor Relations (Buyer) of Construction Industry 

Awarded the prize of the “16th Top 100 Chinese Listed Companies” of Warton Economic Institute (formerly 
Shanghai Institute of Economic Development Research)

Liu Wensheng, Secretary of the Board of Directors of CCCC, was awarded the prize of “Top 100 Excellent 
Chinese Board Secretaries” of Warton Economic Institute (formerly Shanghai Institute of Economic 
Development Research)

CCCC has integrated the legal compliance into the Company’s “13th Five-Year 

Plan,” and set up the leading group of legal compliance, which was directly led by 

CCCC Chairman. The Company has enhanced the building of legal adviser team 

and legal information management system, carried out legal training and public 

legal education activities, and strengthened contract information management. In 

2016, a total of 115 employees participated in legal advisor training.

CCCC conducted special efficiency supervision on cost management, 

and identified 45 key supervision works in ten aspects including project 

subcontracting, material procurement and equipment lease, which promoted 

the joint improvement of the economic efficiency of projects and the integrity 

of employees. In 2016, the Company established 515 rules and regulations, 

investigated and dealt with 747 violations, and the accumulated amount involved 

was 5.78 million yuan.

Established 515 

rules and regulations 

Investigated and dealt with

747 violations 

The accumulated amount 
involved was

5.78 million yuan
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CCCC has established and improved the overseas business compliance management system. According to the international 

standards and based on the international best practices, the Company has closely integrated the compliance operation 

system and the first-line business guidance and overseas management improvement, forming strict examination and 

approval mechanism, comprehensive training mechanism, flexible appraisal mechanism, smooth reporting mechanism and 
effective investigation and handle mechanism, which feature CCCC characteristics and conform to overseas operation. 

The Company has innovatively conducted on-site examination, and constantly improved the operation quality in overseas 

markets, so as to smoothly promote the effective and comprehensive implementation of overseas compliance system in 

overseas markets.

Strengthen overseas business audit and guarantee 
implementation of overseas strategy

Case

IPR protection: CCCC has enhanced the protection of intellectual property rights (IPR), dealing with and resolving 

infringement disputes in a timely manner. The Company has also strengthened trademark management, preventing the 

abuse of registered trademarks; focused on brand protection in the process of promoting brand and improving brand value; 

and conducted IPR strategy research with emerging industries at the center.

Business Ethics and Principles

CCCC has resolutely implemented the requirements of strictly enforcing Party discipline, strengthened supervision, discipline 

enforcement and accountability, and promoted integrity building and anti-corruption work. The Party Committee has 

undertaken the entity responsibility and signed the “Letter of Responsibility on Integrity Building” with 58 affiliated companies, 
implementing the responsibility system through Party building objective management assessment. The discipline inspection 

committee has effectively fulfilled the supervision responsibility, and promoted the implementation of responsibility system by 
means of work report, interviews, and accusation. 

CCCC has conducted integrity publicity and education 

activities in accordance with the requirements of ‘learn 

the Party Constitution, learn the important speeches 

made by President Xi Jinping, and be a qualified 

Party member,’ organized contests of painting and 

calligraphy on integrity building and micro movie on 

integrity building, totally collecting 2,413 paintings 

and calligraphy works and 186 micro movies, and 

the excellent works have been given awards and 

recognition. The Company has also developed online 

test system, organizing 44,620 Party members and 

applicants for Party membership to accept knowledge 

test relating to Party’s rules and discipline, and the 

qualification rate reached 93 percent.

CCCC has adhered to the principle of democratic centralism, effectively 

implemented the “three importance and one greatness” collective decision-

making system, improved anti-corruption institutional system, and confined the 
exercise of power within an institutional cage; conducted inspection tours to 

two affiliated companies, taken initiative to sort out problems, and exercised the 
deterrent effect; kept tough stance on fighting corruption, smoothed reporting 

channels, dealt with clues timely, resolutely strived to reduce corruption and 

effectively curbed any new corruption. In 2016, the Company interviewed 1,076 

persons/times through conversation reminder and 31 persons/times through 

admonishing conversation. A total of 32 people were given light disciplinary 

punishments and organizational processing, 17 people were given heavy 

disciplinary punishments and transferred to other posts, and the collected amount 

involved in the cases was 795.7 thousand yuan, saving economic loss of 389.8 

thousand yuan.

The collected amount involved 
in the cases was 

795.7 thousand yuan

Saving economic loss of 

389.8 thousand yuan

Integrity building painting and calligraphy exhibition of 
CCCC Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Co. 

CCCC drafted and issued the ‘Circular on Enhancing Total Risk Management and Internal Control Work in 2016’, optimized 

risk assessment mechanism, integrated risk assessment into review process of major investment projects, and constantly 

promoted annual risk management reporting system, further strengthening the Company’s risk management level.

Visit to Beij ing Anti-Corruption and Integrity Building 
Warning Education Base

Employees of CCCC Northeast Regional Headquarters 
visited the Lei Feng Memorial Patriotic Eductaion Base 

To prevent operation risks in overseas markets and effectively implement the overseas strategy of “One 
Body and Two Wings,” CCCC has conducted audit on key overseas projects and key overseas markets 
in 2016, completing the VFM audit of Jamaica’s North-South Highway BOT Project and the audit and 
examination of Kenya’s Mombasa-Nairobi SGR Project.

During the audit process, the Company has systematically sorted out the problems relating to operation 
and project management in overseas markets, which includes imperfect mechanism, mismanagement and 
weak resource allocation. For those problems, the Company has put forward several rational improvement 
suggestions, which are of importance to enhance operation risk awareness in overseas markets and expand 
international influence of CCCC.
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Quality 
engineering

Engineering 
quality

Work 
safety

Green and 
environment 
protection

Career 
development 
for employees

Win-win 
outcome for 
partners

Community 
harmony

Work 
diligently 
for your 
satisfaction

We build 
a better 
connected 
world

We make 
cities more 
livable

We create better life 

for people

Innovative 
development

Overseas 
social 
responsibility 

Responsibility Strategy

Responsibility Governance

Social Responsibility Organizational System of CCCC

CRBC Social Responsibility Report 2015 
on Mombasa-Nairobi SGR Project

A micro movie on social responsibility performance 
shot by CCCC Third Highway Engineering Co., Ltd.

Responsibility Management

Adhering to the philosophy of “work 

diligently for your satisfaction,” 

CCCC has enhanced responsibility 

governance and communication, 

actively promoted responsibility 

integration, and further improved the 

level of responsibility management 

and practices.

Centering on the corporate vision of ‘make the world more connected, make the city more livable, and make the life better’, 

CCCC has integrated social responsibility into corporate strategy and management. The Company has also improved social 

responsibility organizational structure, revised and perfected the social responsibility management system, carried out 

multi-level trainings to improve responsibility awareness of employees and constantly enhanced the capability of fulfilling 
responsibility and the social responsibility performance.

Regional 

Companies

Functional 

Departmen

Business 

Divisions
Subsidiaries

CCCC has continuously released social responsibility report since 2008, enhancing external communications. In 2016, the 

Mombasa-Nairobi SGR Project team released the social responsibility report on the project in Kenya, which was the first 
of its kind among Chinese enterprises, wining recognition from United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and other 

organizations. A micro movie shot by CCCC Third Highway Engineering Co., Ltd. vividly showed the social responsibility 

performance.

CCCC Soc ia l  Respons ib i l i t y 
Report 2015

Release CSR report

Social Responsibility Management 

Work Committee

Working Body for Social Responsibility Management Party 

Committee Work Department (Corporate Culture Department)

On November 25th, 2016, CCCC invited CSR experts with the Research Center for Corporate Social Responsibility of the 

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences to conduct company-wide social responsibility training, and a total of 99 employees 

from 54 units participated in the training.

Our Achievements

On December 8th, 2016, CCCC was awarded the prize of “Beautiful China – the ‘Belt and Road’ Social 

Responsibility Videos of Overseas Chinese Enterprises” of the China International Contractors Association

On December 27th, 2016, CCCC was awarded the prize of “Outstanding Contribution of Chinese Enterprise 

in Overseas Markets” of the people.com.cn

CCCC Social Responsibility Report 2015 was rated as a four-and-half-star report by the Chinese Expert 

Committee on CSR Report Rating

Conduct CSR training
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Responsibility Communication

Material Issues

CCCC has taken initiative to identify stakeholders, enhanced the communication with stakeholders, continuously 

released nine social responsibility reports since 2008, shared the social responsibility ideas and practices with 

stakeholders and actively responded their concerns.

Stakeholders Communication Mechanism and Modes Response and Feedback

Governments at 

various levels

(local government)

Suppliers

Special topic meeting (report) and 

information reporting;

Strategic cooperation;

High-level business meeting

Tendering and bidding, and 

business negotiation;

Contract performance, 

and business letters and 

communications

Implement requirements of various 

documents and sprits of meetings;

Business communication with 

counterpart departments;

work reporting and work report

Contract performance;

Business letters and 

communications

Regular or interim report;

General meeting of shareholders 

and written notice;

Investor meetings

Worker supervisor, and 

workers’ congress;

Solicit rational suggestions;

trainings and meetings;

Day-to-day work 

communication

Contract performance;

visits and meetings;

Documents and mails;

Customer assessment and 

management

Various visits and 

communications;

Participate in public welfare 

activities

Abide by laws and regulations;

Implement national policies;

Conduct integrity management 

in accordance with laws;Sign 

strategic cooperative agreement

Adhere to principles of integrity, mutual 

benefits and equal consultation;
Keep good cooperative relations

Guarantee 100 percent of contract 

performance and acceptance rate of 

projects;

Conduct constant innovation in 

techniques and products;

Provide satisfied services

Protect environment and eco-friendly 

constructions; 

Support harmonious development local 

communities;

Public welfare and donation

Regulatory 

institutions

(SASAC of the State 

Council)

Subcontractors

Shareholders

Employees

Customers and 

clients

Community and the 

public

Achieve Class-A rating in 

comprehensive assessment;

Improve corporate management 

and control capability;

Fulfill social responsibility

Strictly manage and control the 

quality of subcontracted projects;

Keep good cooperative relations

Keep stable profitability;
Maintain rights and interests of 

shareholders;

Good credit rating

Stable compensation incentives;

Protect rights and interests of 

employees;

Care career development of 

employees;

Conduct various activities

In 2016, to make the social responsibility report more targeted and responsive, CCCC analyzed and compared the influence 
of different social responsibility issues to stakeholders and the importance to corporate development in accordance with 

social responsibility material issue analysis model, and then identified the high-profile material issues.

Based on the social responsibility standards both in China and abroad, the policy requirements of Chinese government, 

benchmarking with leading enterprises, and investigation and research of stakeholders as well as its own development plan, 

CCCC has established social responsibility topic pool, and then classified the topics into eight categories of responsibility 
management, corporate governance, high-quality projects, supplier management, employee responsibility, community 

responsibility, environment responsibility, and overseas social responsibility performance, covering a total of 34 items.

Step One: Identification

Ethiopia AA Expressway Project (The picture was awarded the second prize of “Beautiful China – the ‘Belt and Road’ Overseas 
Social Responsibility Photos of Chinese Enterprises”)

Stakeholders Communication Mechanism and Modes Response and Feedback
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High-quality projects

Employee responsibility

Environment responsibility

Supplier management

Community responsibility

Overseas social 

responsibility performance

10.Engineering quality

11.Customer satisfaction

12.Science and technology innovation

13.Work safety

17.Guarantee basic rights and interests

18.Rights and interests of migrant workers

19.Democratic management

20.Talent cultivation

21.Prevention and control of occupational disease

22.Support employees with difficulties

26.Environmental management system

27.Energy-saving and emission reduction

28.Ecological protection

29.Environmental protection publicity

14.Supplier selection mechanism

15.Supplier training

16.Supplier review

23.Public welfare and charity

24.Precision poverty alleviation

25.Volunteer activities of employees

30.Response to national strategy

31.Create job opportunities for local people

32.Localized operation

33.Overseas volunteer activities

34.Overseas environmental protection

Stakeholders Social responsibility issues

Responsibility management 

Corporate governance

1.Responsibility strategy

2.Responsibility governance

3.Social responsibility training

4.Stakeholder communication

5.Improve governance structure

6.Investor relations management

7.Regular information disclosure

8.Prohibit bribery and corruption

9.IPR protection

Step Two: Issue Analysis

CCCC conducted a special survey on those 34 sustainable development issues among stakeholders by using online 

questionnaire, aiming to understand the importance of those issues in their minds, and a total of 1,001 questionnaires were 

recovered. Through the two-dimensional matrix of “attention of stakeholders” and “importance to sustainable development of 

CCCC,” the Company identified the material issues of social responsibility.

High

Highlow

Attention 

of 

stakeholders

Importance to sustainable development of the CCCC

32

34

29

24

26

23

30

25

21

15
13

18
22

17

33 31
27

28

20

19

16

11

7

14

9

10
12

8

6

4
3

2

1

1

10

19

28

5

14

23

322

11

20

29

6

15

24

33

3

12

21

30

7

16

25

34

4

13

22

31

8

17

26

9

18

27

5

Response to national strategy

Energy-saving and emission reduction

Stakeholder communication

Regular information disclosure

Environmental management system

Rights and interests of migrant workers

Democratic management

Support employees 

with difficulties

Ecological protection

Science and technology innovation

Responsibility governance

Volunteer activities of employees

Supplier selection

Prevention and control of occupational disease

IPR protection

Overseas volunteer 

activities

Engineering quality

Talent cultivation

Responsibility strategy

Create job opportunities for local people

Improve governance structure

Investor relations management

Localized operation

Environmental 

protection publicity

Work safety

Prohibit bribery and corruption

Precision poverty alleviation

Supplier training

Supplier review

Guarantee basic rights and interests

Public welfare and charity

Customer satisfaction

Overseas environmental protection

Social responsibility training
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“Hard Connection” of Infrastructure 

“Soft Connection” of Chinese and Foreign Peoples  

Feature Story I: Dream of Building Expressway

on Permafrost of Tibetan Plateau   

Feature Story II: Road to the Skies

We Build a Better
Connected World



We Build a Better Connected World

 ‘Hard Connection’ of Infrastructure

High-Quality Projects

On January 1  , the Nanjing Yangtze River 
Tunnel (III), which was built by CCCC 
through the public-private partnership 
(PPP), was formally opened. The tunnel is 
the first of its kinds in the world in terms of 
scale, length and geological complexity.

Nanjing Yangtze River Tunnel (III) Longjiang Bridge in Yunnan

On April 20  , the Longjiang Bridge, which 
was built by CCCC and the largest steel box 
girder suspension bridge in Asia mountain 
areas in terms of bridge span, was formally 
opened. The open of the bridge is of great 
importance for improving the transportation 
layout in Yunnan and western Yunnan area.

On May 20  , the Yachi River Bridge, which 
was built by CCCC, was successfully 
completed. Along the Guiyang-Qianxi 
Expressway, the bridge is the world’s largest 
steel truss girder cable-stayed bridge in 
terms of bridge span and the world’s largest 
of its kind in mountain areas.

Guiyang-Qianxi Expressway 
Yachi River Bridge

On October 27  , the section between 
Xiaogoulong and Fusong of the Hegang-
Dalian Expressway was formally opened. 
Built by CCCC, the section is the No. 1 
expressway construction project in Jilin 
Province in terms of investment amount, 
difficulty of construction technology and 
requirements of environmental protection.

Hegang-Dalian Expressway

On October 10  , the Bijie-Duge Expressway 
Beipan River Bridge, which was built 
by CCCC, was formally completed. 
Stretching across the Yunnan and 
Guizhou Provinces, the bridge is 1341.4 
meters long, and the vertical height 
between the bridge floor and valley 
bottom is 565 meters. It is now the world’s 
highest bridge.

Bijie-Duge Expressway Beipan 
River Bridge

On September 25, the Linbai Project (linking 
Linhe district in Inner Mongolia to Baigeda 
on the border between Inner Mongolia 
and Gansu Province), which was jointly 
built CCCC and other companies, was 
successfully completed. As a part of the 
Beijing-Urumqi Expressway and with a length 
of 930 kilometers long, the section is the 
world’s longest desert stretch.

Linbai Project of Beijing-Urumqi 
Expressway

On September 27  , CCCC won the bid 
of the Dalian Bay Subsea Tunnel and 
Guangming Road Stretch PPP Project. 
The project is the first large scale cross-
ocean tunnel PPP project in China.

Dalian Bay Subsea Tunnel 
and Guangming Road Stretch 

PPP Project
On September 27  , CCCC won the 
bid of land reclamation project of the 
Hong Kong Internat ional  Airport 's 
(HKIA) Three-Runway System. The 
land reclamation project is an important 
part of the HKIA Three-Runway System 
Project.

HKIA Three-Runway System
 Project

On May 3  , the handover ceremony 
for the Long Beach Container Terminal 
(LBCT) equipment was held in Long 
Beach of the United States, marking the 
successful commercial operation of the 
full automatic container terminal, which 
is the first of its kind in North America.

LBCT equipment Asia’s largest suction dredger 
“Junyang 1”

On October 10  , a handover ceremony 
for the suction dredger “Junyang 1,” 
which was invested and built by CCCC 
Guangzhou Dredging Co., Ltd., was held. 
The dredger is China’s new generation 
“dredging giant.”

On June 18  , Chinese President Xi Jinping, President of Serbia Tomislav Nikolić, and Prime Minister 
of Serbia Aleksandar Vučić attended the business contract signing ceremony of Surcin-Obrenovac 
section of E763 highway, which was signed by the China Road and Bridge Corporation and the 
Deputy Prime Minister of Serbia Zorana Mihajlović.

President Xi presented contract signing ceremony of CCCC overseas project

President Xi presented contract signing 
ceremony of CCCC overseas project

Case

Top 10 Projects in 2016

CCCC has implemented the strategy of building CCCC as an excellent business 
entity in five fields, exerted the advantage of whole industry chain in the sectors 
of finance, design, construction, operation and services, and delivered high-
quality projects. The Company has been ranked the first among the ENR largest 
international contractors in Asia for ten years in a row.
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Innovative Development

Science and Technology Innovation

CCCC has vigorously implemented the innovation-driven development strategy, 

and compiled the ‘13th Five-Year Science and Technology Plan of China 

Communications Construction Company Limited.’ In 2016, the Company revised 

the appraisal and evaluation system as well as the management methods on 

science and technology progress, taking the lead in establishing quantitative 
evaluation system on science and technology progress among central SOEs 

in construction industry. It also integrated science and technology progress 

evaluation into the performance evaluation indicators of the management, 

leading and promoting the effective implementation of science and technology 

innovation-driven development strategy of CCCC. In 2016, the Company 

obtained 1,226 national patents accumulatively, completed and promulgated 

four national standards, 26 industry standards, nine local standards and 

eight CCCG standards, and translated and edited 14 transportation industry 

standards. CCCC was awarded 148 science and technology prizes at the 

provincial/ministerial level or above in 2016.

In 2016, the Company obtained

1,226 national patents 

accumulatively

Awarded 148 science and 

technology prizes at the provincial/
ministerial level or above in 2016

CCCC made breakthrough in winning national science and 
technology award

Case

On January 8  , 2016, the National Science and Technology Award Conference was grandly convened in 
Beijing. The State leaders Xi Jinping, Li Keqiang and Zhang Gaoli attended the conference and awarded the 
representatives of winners. CCCC made breakthrough in winning national science and technology award.

First national special class award for science and technology progress:The Beijing-Shanghai HSR Project as 
awarded top prize of National Science and Technology Progress Award (Transportation Category)

First science and technology progress award of enterprise technological innovation:The ‘CCCC Science and 
Technology Innovation Project’ was awarded the second prize of National Science and Technology Progress 
Award (Enterprise Technological Innovation Category)

First national technology invention award:Both the ‘Dynamic Positioning and Dynamic Tracking System of the 
Trailing Suction Dredger’ and the ‘Aerodynamic Control Technology for Wind Resistance Safety for Long Span 
Bridge and Driving’ were awarded the second prize of National Technology Invention Award (Engineering 
Construction Category)

CCCC has always attached importance to the refining of outstanding science 
and technology results and engineering experience, transforming into standards 

and engineering methods. The Company has presided over and participated in 

more than 70 percent of construction standard formulation of the transportation 

industry, and has translated and edited 66 construction industry standards 

relating to highway and waterway from English and French to Chinese. In 

addition, the overseas project teams have also translated 248 technological 

standards from EU, the UK, the US and Australia, which covers port and 

shipping, dredging, road and bridge and so on, and the internal sharing work of 
those standards is underway. As of the end of 2016, CCCC has approved the 

establishment of 87 enterprise technological standards, released 45 standards, 

and recognized 218 engineering methods at the enterprise level, among which 

66 were upgraded as national engineering methods.

CCCC has approved the 

establishment of 87
enterprise technological standards

released 45 standards

Recognized 218 engineering 

methods at the enterprise level

Among which 66 were upgraded 

as national engineering methods

Standard and engineering method refining

 First training program for project chief engineers was heldCase

To further improve the technical capability of the high-end talents and expand industry horizon, CCCC 
organized the first training program for project chief engineers in 2016. The Company invited 21 industry 
experts including academicians of the China Engineering Academy and chief engineer of the Ministry of 
Transport to give lectures, which covers the cutting-edge technologies, engineering practices, and modern 
technology management methods. A total of 64 technicians including chief engineers of projects directly 
under CCCC, and deputy chief engineers of the second- and third-level affiliated companies participated in the 
training, which achieved remarkable effect.

CCCC has focused on the cultivation of high-end 

tech talent team, and built the three-in-one science 

and technology ta lent  cul t ivat ion mechanism of 

‘platform, team and talent.’

BIM Technology

CCCC has energetical ly promoted the 

Bu i ld ing  In fo rmat ion  Mode l ing  (B IM) 

technology and set up BIM technology 

application research center, leading the 

development of the industry. In 2016, the 

Company successfully completed the ‘BIM 

technology application and industrialization 

policy research,’ and organized the compiling 

work of BIM industry standards of waterway 
and h ighway.  The appl icat ion o f  BIM 

technological research results is of great 

importance for CCCC to enter into the high-

end infrastructure markets of the developed 
EU member states.

Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a digital representation 

of physical and functional characteristics of a facility. A BIM 

is a shared knowledge resource for information about a 
facility forming a reliable basis for decisions-making during 
its life-cycle; defined as existing from earliest conception to 
demolition.

Knowledge tips: BIM technology

Beidou Technology

Beidou industry is one of China’s strategic emerging industries, and is of great importance for increasing national strength 

and improving international competitiveness. In response to the national strategy, CCCC has actively promoted and applied 

the Beidou Satellite Navigation and Positioning System, vigorously implemented the research and application of marine 

engineering and construction technologies, and actively guided and encouraged the affiliated companies and organizations 
to participate in the Beidou project, laying a solid foundation for making the Beiou system as standard industry allocation.

Scientific research talent cultivation

Platform

Team Talent

Special research project

Technology application

CCCC has developed the ‘Beidou Smart Terminal,’ which can realize communication service through Beidou Radio 

Determination Satellite Service (RDSS) when there is no regular communication network; developed the ‘Beidou RDSS 
Multi-Card Cluster Data Equipment,’ realizing the communications of file, data and voice through cluster communication 
mode; developed the ‘Three Proofing Multi-Mode Smart Electronic Safety Passport’ and ‘Smart Micro-Base Station,’ 

resolving the problems of safety motoring of people in key areas or dangerous area when there is no signal coverage, and 
the emergency plan could be launched promptly by using the equipment.

“Three steps” strategy for Beidou application

CCCC has completed the 2013 national research project of satellite and its application industry – ‘Research and 

Application Demonstration of Beidou Compatible System-Based Engineering Vessel Smart Positioning Service Platform,’ 

implemented the 2014 national research project of application demonstration and development of Beidou satellite and 

navigation industry – ‘Construction and Application Demonstration of Beidou Management Service Platform for Offshore 

Development,’ promoted the 2016 national research projects of information consumption engineering space technology 

application for emerging industries – ‘Comprehensive Application and Services of Satellite for Transportation Infrastructure 

Construction of the ‘B&R’ Initiative’ and ‘Application and Services of Satellite for Yangtze Golden Waterway Construction.’

CCCC has set up a leading group with the president of the Company serving as the leader and a Beidou research office, 
and actively promoted the industrialization and large-scale application of core technologies and products of Beidou 

satellite and navigation industry, boosting the fast and sound development of China’s Beidou industry.

Select experimental units and 

experimental projects, and gain 

experience in the process.

Establish smooth communication 

channel between grassroots 

units and the Headquarters, and 

increase the experimental units 

and experimental projects.

Based on the experience gained 

in the experimental process, 

to promote the experimental 

units and experimental projects 

to other companies and 

organizations.

Experimental units Vertical expansion Horizontal expansion

Step one Step two Step three

To promote the standardized operation of PPP model, CCCC 

formulated and issued the ‘Implementation Measures for Promoting 

PPP Model,’ encouraging affiliated companies to sign framework 
agreement with local governments and to march into PPP market. 
In 2016, the investment amount of PPP projects of CCCC reached 

174.171 billion yuan.

PPP Cooperation

the investment amount of PPP projects of 

CCCC reached 174.171 

billion yuan

th
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 PPP model in GuizhouCase

The publicity activity themed ‘New Central SOEs and PPP Model’, co-organized by CCCC, SASAC News 
Center and Central Enterprise Media Alliance, was held in Guizhou Province in March 16th-18th, 2016. More 
than 30 experts and reporters visited the Qinshui River Bridge project of CCCC, learning and summarizing 
the innovative achievements of PPP model.

In 2007, Guizhou Province put forward the development goal of building expressway for every county. 
Since then, the province has taken the initiative to attract social capital by using the innovative PPP model. 
CCCC actively participated in the PPP projects, exerting the whole industry chain advantages in design, 
construction, technique, management, investment and financing. On December 12  , 2015, with the open 
of the Qingshui River Bridge that was invested and built by CCCC, the expressway mileage in Guizhou 
reached over 5,100 kilometers, reaching the goal of connecting each and every county in Guizhou by 
expressway. Hence Guizhou became the first province in western China and one of few provinces in China 
to give every county to access to expressway. Thus, the PPP model in transportation construction industry is 
also named ‘Guizhou model.’

‘The PPP model in Guizhou is very successful, and the key is the cooperation between recognized enterprises and 
local governments. So, the central SOEs have made due contributions in promoting regional development. The 
PPP model not only boosted local development, but also expanded the business of enterprises, achieving common 
growth and win-win results.’

----Mao Yixiang, Director of the News Center of the SASAC of the State Council

‘The BOT + EPC model is a bold attempt. There were policy barriers at that time. The model of CCCC and the 
attempt of Guizhou marked a significant upgrading in mentality of developing local economy’.

----Zhao Xi’an, President Assistant of CCCC and General Manager of the Investment Division

‘The participation of SOEs in PPP projects provides examples for external communications. We can use those cases 
to explain the practices of SOEs to the US and the European countries. CCCC also sets up a standard for other 
SOEs.’

           ----Feng Ke, Ph.D. in Franchise PPP, the Department of Construction Management of Tsinghua University

( Qingshui River Bridge of Guiyang-Weng’an Expressway)

‘Soft Connection’ of Chinese and Foreign Peoples

CCCC has accelerated the pace in expanding overseas markets. While promoting the implementation of the strategy of 

building CCCC as ‘an excellent business entity in five fields’ in overseas markets and leading the “going global” strategy 
of whole industry chain products, the Company has also marched into the new fields of port, railway operation and so on, 
striving to achieve leap forward development. Bearing professional ethics, fairness and win-win results in mind, CCCC 

will continue to be a cultural ambassador, realizing the ‘soft connection’ of Chinese and foreign peoples while achieving 

sustainable development.

 Promote Local Development

Support economic development:CCCC has promoted the planning and construction of more than 20 

industrial parks in countries along the “B&R”.

Create job opportunities for local people:In 2016, the employee localization rate of China Road 

and Bridge Corporation reached about 85 percent globally, and that rate in Asia, Africa, Europe 

and South America was about 73 percent, 93 percent, 55 percent and 66 percent respectively.

Overseas talent training:CCCC has actively cultivate overseas talents, fully funding nearly 300 

African students and engineering technicians to study in China.

Enhance friendship:CCCC has set up awards of ‘outstanding overseas employee’ and ‘senior 

overseas employee,’ enhancing the recognition of overseas employees to CCCC and China. The 

most ‘senior’ overseas employee is from Africa, and has been working at CCCC for more than 30 

years.

th
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Provide Overseas Assistance

Wildlife corridor along the Mombasa-Nairobi SGR ProjectCase

The Kenya’s ‘Century Project’ — the 
Mombasa-Nairobi SGR Project has 14 
wildlife corridors, fully satisfying the travel 
and life of local wild animals. Chinese 
Foreign Minister Wang Yi praised that: 
‘The giraffe could pass through the 
corridors freely. What a harmonious scene 
between the people and the nature.’

‘The port city, Shangri-La and other projects of China Harbor Engineering Company Ltd. have created many job 
opportunities for our country. In Sri Lanka, the company has always provided support for disaster-stricken areas 
hit by flood or drought. It also donated money and materials for poverty-stricken areas. We were so moved by those 
actions.’
                           ----Athula Karunasena, an outstanding local employee with China Harbor Engineering Company Ltd.

CCCC has actively promoted public welfare cause in overseas markets, making due contributions in the fields of 
poverty alleviation, education, medical care and so on.

In the areas with limited medical conditions, the project teams of CCCC opened the medical clinics to local villagers 

and offered free medical care to them. In Myanmar, the medical personnel of the project accumulatively provided 

more than 10,000 persons/times of free clinic. In 2016, the offices in New South Wales and Capital Territory of 
the John Holland actively supported the Humpty Dumpty fund, helping sick children by optimizing medical care 

equipment.

On June 10  , 2016, a passenger ship in Mozambique was capsized. Having heard about the news, CCCC project 

team there dispatched an engineering ship to conduct relief work, successfully saving 12 passengers.

The airport project department in South Sudan noticed the nearby Gudele Road needs repair for long years, 

impacting the public transportation. The department took initiative to the transportation authorities of South Sudan, 

suggesting repairing the road by using the waste pitch material of the airport reconstruction project, which won 

recognition from the local government and the local people. And the newly repaired road has become a road of 

friendship between China and South Sudan.

Wildlife along the Mombasa-Nairobi 
SGR Project

Overseas Social Responsibility Performance

Indicators

Employee localization rate

Local procurement rate

2014 2015 2016

47.5%

46.1%

52.2%

47.6% 47.7%

53.7%

 Protect Local Environment

CCCC has enhanced environmental awareness in business development, resolutely insisted on protecting the beautiful land, 

and adhered to the principle of protecting environment in the process of construction, trying the best to reduce environmental 

impact.

Outstanding foreign employees of CCCC

th
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At the end of 2015, the preliminary work 
for building the Qinghai-Tibet Expressway 
was launched. By far, the 1,100-kilometers 
long Qinghai-Tibet Expressway under 
construct ion is  the best  among the 
expressways to Tibet. The permafrost 
which runs beneath half of the Qinghai-
Tibet Expressway was the technical 

bottleneck for the project.

In the mind of foreign and domestic experts, there was no solution for the permafrost problems which hindered the building 

of the Qinghai-Tibet Expressway. Although a lot of researches regarding high and cold areas had been conducted in Siberia 

and other regions and there were some researches abroad regarding high altitude problems, building an expressway on the 

cold and high-altitude permafrost was still a problem in the world, which left the company no experience to refer to.

In 2016, the State Key Lab for the Safety and Health of Highway Engineering in Cold and High-altitude Regions was 

approved by the Ministry of Science and Technology to be established by CCCC First Highway Consultants Co. It was the 

first State key laboratory approved to be set up by CCCC and the only State key laboratory for permafrost research to be set 
up and run by a company in China. The laboratory focuses on the construction, operation and maintenance of the Qinghai-

Tibet Expressway, with an aim to solve the world-class problem concerning permafrost engineering.

Story I: Dream of Building Expressway on Permafrost of 
Tibetan Plateau

CCCC First Highway Engineering Co. constructed an all-weather second-level highway 
stretching across 550 kilometers of permafrost on Tibetan Plateau, which is the first of 
its kind in the world

‘Building an expressway on the permafrost of the Tibetan Plateau is something like climbing the ‘Mount Qomolangma’ of 
highway engineering.’

The Qinghai-Tibet Highway, which opened over 60 years ago, was one of the most important economic arteries of the Tibet 

Autonomous Region. As the old road could not bear the increasing passenger and freight load any longer, building the 

Qinghai-Tibet Expressway was once again put on the national agenda.

‘High-altitude permafrost research of CCCC First Highway Consultants Co. is the only torch which never dies in the civil 
engineering field of China and the national treasure in the transportation industry in China.’

The 1,100-kilometers

long Qinghai-Tibet Expressway

Permafrost region

550-kilometers 

More than three million sets of data was observed and collected by three generations 

of researchers in 44 years. The researches made and technical experience 

accumulated in nearly a half century are unique in the civil engineering field both 

in China and abroad, and establish the company’s leading position in permafrost 

research in the world. Statistics show that permafrost engineering researchers in 

China are less than 400 while CCCC First Highway Consultants Co. has near 100 

researchers engaged in highway permafrost engineering research.

The first generation permafrost researchers 
represented by Mr. Wu Jingmin participated 
in the building of the Qinghai-Tibet Highway 
as early as it was in the survey phase in 
1954. Mr. Wu had led a team to conduct high-
altitude permafrost research since 1972 when 
the renovation of the highway with asphalt 
pavements began. In 2006, the pioneer of 
permafrost research in China died of illness.

The second generation permafrost researchers 
represented by Mr. Wang Shuangjie took more 
than 30 years to finish the research on the 
complete technologies for building highways 
in permafrost regions. Mr. Wang is one of the 
masters in the engineering survey and design 
field in China and was elected into the “New 
Century National Hundred, Thousand and Ten 
Thousand Talents Program.”

The third generation researchers 

represented by Chen Jianbing, 

Zhang Juan, Liu Ge, Zhu Dongpeng, 

Jin Long and Li Jinping, most of 

them born in the 1980s, have 

taken upon their shoulders the 

important tasks of continuing the 

high-altitude permafrost research.

In addition to providing services to important projects such as the Qinghai-Tibet Expressway, the 

laboratory also serves China’s “Belt and Road” Initiative. The Karakoram Highway completed 

in 2015 is one of the important projects along the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, running 

through the Pamirs and other permafrost areas. CCCC First Highway Consultants Co. was the 

provider of permafrost engineering technologies of the project. The laboratory will participate 

in important international transportation and energy projects such as the China-Russia Crude 

Oil Pipeline Project, the China–Kyrgyzstan–Uzbekistan Railway Project and the Central Asia-

China Gas Pipeline Project. The laboratory is also planning to set up the China-Pakistan, China-

Kazakhstan, China-Tajikistan-Kyrgyzstan-Uzbekistan and China-Mongolia-Russia joint research 

laboratories for highway engineering in permafrost regions, which cover countries along the Silk 

Road Economic Belt and aim to serve the “B&R” initiative.

‘We will set up the State 
key laboratory in line 
with the height of the 
Tibetan Plateau, and 
establ i sh  the brand 
of CCCC permafrost 
research, so as to serve 
national strategies in 
China.’

“We not only apply permafrost technologies we have but also intend to export our relevant technical standards and 
establish the international standards system of highway engineering in cold regions.”
                                                                                                                                ----Chen Jianbing, deputy director of the laboratory

Feature
More than three million 
sets of data was observed 
and collected by three 
generations of researchers 

in 44 years
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The spring is coming
A grand bridge has been built across the river
Five years of hard work
Makes the chasm a thoroughfare
----Cai Qinghua, a worker with CCCC

On April 20  , 2016, the “largest bridge in Asia” – the Longjiang Bridge was formally opened. Located at the Gaoligong 

Mountains of Tengchong, southwest China’s Yunnan Province, the bridge stretches across Longchuan River, connecting 

the cities of Baoshan and Tengchong. As the largest long span steel box girder suspension bridge in Asia and “a miracle of 

Hengduan Mountains,” the bridge is 2,470 meters long, 280 meters high, and the main span is 1,200 meters. It uses 338 

cable wire strands, and the total length of those strands is nearly 660,000 meters.

Story II: Road to the Skies

Longjiang Bridge in Yunnan

The open of the Longjiang Bridge guarantees the high-speed travel from Baoshan to Tengchong, which facilitates the 

communications between the two cities, changes the backward situations along the roads, and helps local people shake off 

poverty, bringing along new lifestyle for the families there. 

Longjiang Bridge in Numbers

The length of the bridge is nearly 2,500 meters, and the main span is 1,196 meters, ranking No. 1 among the 

steel box girder suspension bridges in mountainous region in Asia

The vertical height between the bridge floor and the river surface is 280 meters, equaling to the new landmark 
under construction in Hangzhou

The main tower at the bank of Tengchong is 130 meters high; the main tower at the bank of Baoshan is 170 

meters high, equaling to a 57-story building

Each of the main tower has 32 bored filling piles, and the deepest pile foundation is 60 meters from the ground, 
equaling to a 20-story building underground

The weight of the anchorages at the banks of Tengchong and Baoshan is 262,500 tons and 250,000 tons 

respectively, equaling to the weight of 4.5 “Liaoning” aircraft carries

“Longjiang Speed” amazes the world

The pilot rope was dragged by a unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), which took off from the bank of Baoshan, and 

two minutes later reached the tower top at the bank of Tengchong, setting a precedent of dragging pilot rope 

across river by using UAV

By using the preform technique of strands on saddle, 338 cable wire strands were erected in just 43 days, 

creating a record in bridge construction

Relying on the independently developed cable-hoisting system, which is the largest of its kind in the world, the 

94 steel box girders were installed in just 90 days, creating a record of installing four steel box girders one day

Feature

th
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We Make Cities More Livable

 Transportation Guarantee

Project Quality

Adhering to the quality work guidelines of putting people first and 
giving priority to quality, CCCC has improved the project quality 

management system, conducted the “three-level inspection” 

on products in accordance with the “Product Inspection and 

Test Control Procedures,” guaranteeing the delivery of qualified 

products. In 2016, the Company kept a general stable situation in 

product quality and there was no recall incident happened. A total 

of 2,876 projects were delivered in 2016, and 483 projects were 

checked and accepted with a primary qualification rate of 100 

percent. CCCC won one China Quality Award, one China Quality 

Award Nomination, seven Luban Awards, and 15 National High-

Quality Project Awards.

The International Bridge Conference Award, which was set up in 1988, is recognized as the Nobel Prize in bridge building circle 
and has great reputation and extensive influence. The Global Road Achievement Award of the International Road Federation 
is highly recognized in international road and bridge construction field. As of 2015, only six construction companies in China 
(including those companies in Hong Kong and Macao) had won the Global Road Achievement Award.

Further Reading:

 Build high-quality projects through standardized managementCase

The Ningbo subsidiary of CCCC Third Harbor Engineering Company Ltd. is the main force in building Beilun 
Port in Ningbo, Zhejiang Province. The company has always adhered to principle of standardized management 
and formulated the “Manual of Quality Standardization,” committing to building qualified and standardized 
demonstration projects.

Standardized construction: The quality standard was strictly observed in various stages of the construction. 
For example, before placing armoring concrete block, five procedures would be done including the marking 
and positioning of reinforcing steel bars and steel bar bonding, so as to realize the standard operation of 
“industrialized production of preformed parts, processed management of piling control, refined processing 
of situ concrete pouring operation, standardization of installation and construction, standardization of surface 
layer construction and standardization of raw material management.”

Jiashao Bridge won the 2016 Golden Award 
of the International Bridge Conference and the 
2016 Global Road Achievement Award of the 
International Road Federation

Make the Community Safer

Work Safety Management

Customer Satisfaction

CCCC’s 23 projects were awarded title of “safe construction site”Case

In 2016, the Transport Department of Zhejiang Province released the 2015 assessment results of “safe 
construction sites” of highway and waterway projects in Zhejiang. A total of 23 projects including the Xiushan 
Bridge X-SG-1 project and Fuchun River ship lock reconstruction project were rated as the 2015 Zhejiang 
provincial demonstration construction projects, and awarded the title of “safe construction site,” taking a 
proportion of about 25 percent of all 90 winning projects.

CCCC has attached importance to the communications with customers while committing to providing high-quality products 

to customers, learning the demands of customers in a timely manner, and offering satisfied services.

Protect Customers’ Information:

CCCC Haixi regional headquarters has set up a protection system for customers’ information, 

conducting unified leadership and classified filing and contact system; established complete 

customers’ archive management system, prohibiting irrelevant personnel from reviewing the data.

CCCC Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Co. has established customers’ information model 

in project management system, setting permissions and arranging specially-assigned personnel to 

maintain the data.

Improve Customers’ Satisfaction:

CCCC Third Highway Engineering Co., Ltd. conducted a survey covering 97 projects that have been 

completed or under construction, and the satisfaction rate reached 100 percent.

CCCC Second Harbor Engineering Company Ltd. conducted a survey covering customers and 

stakeholders of 229 projects in 2016; a total of 251 questionnaire forms were recovered and the 

composite score was 93.77.

Perfect Customers’ Feedback Mechanism:

CCCC First Harbor Engineering Company Ltd. has smoothed the customers’ feedback mechanism, 

conducting regular visits to the projects under construction and the completed projects that are still in 

guarantee period.

CCCC Guangzhou Dredging Co., Ltd. has formulated the “Control Procedures on Monitoring and 

Measurement of Customer Satisfaction,” which clarifies the customers’ feedback mechanism and 

channel and keeps the complaint resolving mechanism open.

Insisting on the work safety idea of putting people first and pursuing safe and sustainable development, CCCC has 

established work safety responsibility system, effectively implementing the safety production work; formulated and revised 

the “Measures for Supervision and Management of Work Safety,” the “Measures for Assessment of Occupational Health 

Safety and Environmental Protection” and other six management institutions, enhancing the basis of safety management; 

promoted the science and technology innovations in work safety, using technological safety to guarantee the intrinsic safety.

The 200,000-dwt ore terminal of Bielun Port won 
the “Luban Award” and “Zhan Tianyou Award”

Process inspection: The company has set up standard laboratories 
and standard maintenance rooms at construction sites, and equipped 
them with standard test equipment, conducting physical inspection 
and test on quays at a regular manner. In 2016, 25 intensity tests 
were conducted and the qualification rate was 100 percent; and nine 
surface layer tests were conducted and the qualification rate reached 
more than 90 percent, meeting the standard requirements.
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CCCC has constantly conducted excellence selection activities relating to work safety, selecting and awarding outstanding 

affiliated companies. In 2016, CCCC First Harbor Engineering Co., Ltd. was selected as an outstanding unit in national “Work 
Safety Month” campaign. 

“Micro Innovation” – Learning potential risks by scanning QR code

Safety emergency management training

Case

Case

The Qingdao subway project of the No. 2 Engineering Company 
Ltd. under CCCC First Harbor Engineering Co., Ltd., introduced 
QR code system to solve potential safety and quality risks. Each 
QR code represents one safety check item, and the competent 
personnel could give scores on the mark sheet by scanning the 
code and upload potential risks. The managers at various levels 
could learn the situation through the back office system, facilitating 
to identify and eliminate the potential risks.

Ant holes may cause the collapse of a dyke more than one thousand miles long. Like the dyke, the work 
safety relies on well-organized safety education programs concerning site access. The project team of the 
Lianyungang-Zhenjiang Railway Project undertaken by CCCC Second Harbor Engineering Co. summed up and 
implemented the safety management measures of “one package, one ID card and access checks” to ensure 
work safety.

In May 2016, CCCC organized the “1  Training Program on 
Emergency Management.” A total of 88 emergency managers 
and backbone employees from 59 units and affiliated companies 
participated in the training. The specialized lectures and simulation 
examination effectively improved the emergency management 
knowledge and capabilities of the participants.

In December 2016, CCCC organized the 
faculty training and lifelong education 
on work safety for “three categories of 
personnel,” and a total of 95 work safety 
personnel from CCCC headquarters and 
19 Beijing-based departments and units 
of CCCC participated in the training, 
which improved the quality of work safety 
teaching staff and work safety managers, 
providing guarantee for the work safety of 
the enterprise.

Work Safety Training

CCCC has organized and carried 

out diversified work safety trainings, 

conducted emergency drills, improved 

safety awareness of employees 

and cultivated professional safety 

m a n a g e m e n t  t e a m .  I n  2 0 1 6 , 

the  number  o f  employees who 

participated in various work safety 

trainings reached 136,000 persons/

times.

Special rectification on work safety

Excellence selection on work safety

CCCC has organized and carried out comprehensive supervision activities relating to work safety, quality, energy-saving and 

environmental protection, covering nine second-level units, three third-level units and one controlled company. During the 

campaign, a total of 552 issues and 55 potential risks were found and removed immediately. 

Learning potential risks by scanning 
QR code

Emergency management training of CCCC in 
2016QR code

Faculty training & lifelong education on work safety for 
“three categories of personnel” in 2016

On April 13  , 2016, a gantry crane of CCCC Fourth Harbor Engineering Company Ltd.  collapsed 
as for the squall wind at the Dongjiangkou fabrication yard of Mayong Township, Dongguan City 
of Guangdong Province, leaving 10 people dead and 18 people injured. 15 of them suffered minor 
injuries and recovered after medical treatment. After the incident, CCCC Fourth Harbor Engineering 
Co. launched the emergency plan immediately. The principal responsible personnel of the company 
rushed to the scene rapidly, sparing no efforts to rescue the trapped people, and at the same time, 
actively cooperated with relevant departments in investigations and dealing of the aftermath.

Incident warning

“Data-oriented safety education and training 
reduced effectively the safety management 
load of the project in a practical way. With 
the package, we can train more employees 
easily and effectively.”
----Wu Qingsong, safety supervisor

“An ‘ID card’ was issued to every worker 
who had passed the access safety education 
program, and anyone who did not have 
the card was not allowed to enter the site 
to work. Those who had not passed the 
programs and were wearing their helmets 
could be distinguished from those who had 
passed the programs by the cards.”
----Yao Shuai, safety supervisor

“Only the strict implementation of the checks 
mentioned above is the preconditions for safe 
and quality works and excellent project.”
- - - -Ao Chengbiao,  director  of  second 
department of the Lianyungang-Zhenjiang 
Railway Project

One “training package”:The safety education and training 
package the Project used was a kind of safety management tool, 
which provided employees with tailored safety training programs 
based on big data. The professional software included in the 
package gave vivid and visual presentation of the contents of the 
programs, laws and regulations concerning work safety, accident 
cases and strict construction standards through animation videos, 
which unquestionably improved the training effectiveness.

One “ID card”: No one was allowed to enter the site to work 
without receiving and passing the safety education program. 
The ID card attached to the helmet of each participant gave 
detailed information about his/her personal information, position 
and, most importantly, the information if he/she had passed the 
program. This measure ensured all the workers on the site were 
qualified.

Four “Access checks”: To ensure work safety, the project 
department implemented access checks strictly. Materials 
and equipment were allowed to enter into the site only after 
access schedule, documentation review and acceptance had 
been finished and no one was allowed to enter the site before 
access schedule, documentation review, safety education and 
orientation were finished. Subcontractors were strictly reviewed 
and checked for their qualifications and reputations to ensure 
only qualified ones could enter the site.

Strict site access requirements: One-One-Four System

Faculty training & lifelong education on work safety

Case

Case
st

th
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Environmental Sustainability

Green Management

Energy Management

Wastes and Emissions

Our Achievements

CCCC has established the energy-saving and environmental protection 

management institution and arranged specially-assigned personnel to promote 

energy-saving and environmental protection work; revised five regulations 

including the “Measures for Supervision and Management of Energy-Saving and 

Emission Reduction,” published the fifth batch of energy-saving and emission 

reduction demonstration project collection, and carried out the selection activity 

of the energy-saving and environmental protection and the circular economy 

demonstration projects;

CCCC has strictly controlled the emission in the production process, and 

strengthened the environmental monitoring capability building. The production 

and operation of construction companies belong to temporary items, so there is 

no stationary source. According to the requirements of the “Notice of Printing the 

Measures for the Monitoring of Reduction of Total Emissions of Major Pollutants 

in the ‘12th Five-Year Plan’ Period,” the emissions of COD, ammonia nitrogen, 

SO2 and NOx are not included in the statistics of environmental pollutants 

of construction companies. As for industry characteristics, CCCC produces 

few hazardous wastes, and the non-hazardous wastes are mainly steel bars, 

concrete, bricks and tiles, and other construction wastes, which are all processed 

properly according to the requirements of customers.

According to the “Provisional Measures on Supervision and Management of 

Energy-Saving and Emission Reduction of Central SOEs,” CCCC has calculated 

the emission of CO2 in the production process. In 2016, the CO2 emission was 

5.413 million tons, down 5.4 percent from a year earlier.

In 2016, the total energy consumption 

of CCCC was 2.4465 million tons of 

standard coal, fell 0.9 percent year-on-

year. The oil consumption decreased 

by 0.2 percent while the electric power 

and other clean energy consumption 

increased by 2.5 percent.

the CO2 emission was 

5.413million tons

Adhering to the principle of giving high priority 

to conserving resources and improving 

efficiency, and according to the “Provisional 

Measures on Supervision and Management 

of Energy-Saving and Emission Reduction of 

Central SOEs,” CCCC has established and 

improved the environmental management 

system, gradually forming a closed loop 

of “organization, system, monitoring and 

appraisal.” In 2016, the Company won the 

title of “Outstanding Enterprise in Energy-

Saving and Emission Reduction” of the SASAC 

and kept a stable situation in the aspect of 

energy-saving and emission reduction. There 

were no middle or high-level environmental 

emergencies in 2016.

4 units won the “Contribution Award 
for Energy-Saving and Emission 

Reduction” of the China Energy 

Conservation Association

11 projects were awarded the 
science and technology progress 

prize on energy-saving and emission 

reduction

1 technology was awarded the 
technologica l  invent ion pr ize 

on energy-saving and emission 

reduction

upgraded the energy-saving and emission reduction information system, on the one hand, 

classifying the energy consumption reporting system into five levels and making it to extend to front 
line, thus achieving the automatic statistics of important data at the management systems of the 

Group, the second-level companies and the third-level companies;

on the other hand, adding the function of data analysis and processing, possessed the basic 

capability of data reduction, change, analysis and pre-warning, which further improved the data 

supervision and management level and facilitated the decision-making of the management. The 

Company has also strictly implemented the reward and punishment system on energy-saving and 

environmental protection, strengthened classified guidance and integrated the assessment results 
into the annual operation performance assessment of the management staff.

2 projects were awarded the silver 
prize of engineering project in green 

construction and energy-saving and 

emission reduction

3 projects were selected into the 
fifth batch of energy-saving and 

emission reduction demonstration 

and recommendation projects of 

transportation industry in Shanghai

22 projects were given 44.817 
million yuan in total for energy-

saving and emission reduction

6 projects were selected into the 
fifth batch of green construction 

demonstration projects of national 

construction industry

1 project was selected into the 
e n e r g y - s a v i n g  a n d  e m i s s i o n 

reduction demonstration projects of 

transportation industry in Shanghai 

during the “12th Five-Year Plan” 

period

CCCC was awarded the “Contribution Award for Energy-Saving and 
Emission Reduction” of  China Energy Conservation Association
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Saving 18,730.47
tons of waste asphalt pavement 
materials

Save 3,988.58 tons of 

standard coal per year

Can generate 7.251 

million kWh of electric power per 
year

Saving 2,392.83 

tons of standard coal

Reducing 8,450 

tons of CO2 emission 

2,305 tons of 

carbon dust

Circular Economy

Green Office

Pollution and emission reduction

CCCC has insisted on circular economy, striving to realize the recycling of wastes. 

In tunnel projects, the quarry waste would be processed into gravel, manufactured 

sand or packing material, for example, the 8th section of the Zhangjiajie-Huayuan 

Expressway project of the Road and Bridge International Co. used 400,000 

cubic meters of recycling wastes; the B-M06 reconstruction project of Xi’an-Baoji 

Expressway of CCCC Fourth Highway Engineering Co. adopted asphalt pavement 

cold regeneration technology, saving 18,730.47 tons of waste asphalt pavement 

materials, and the actual utilization rate of asphalt pavement materials reached 

about 80 percent; CCCC-CVMC and China Harbor Engineering Co. jointly built the 

waste-to-energy projects in Angola and the total investment amount of contracts 

reached 195 million US dollars. In 2016, CCCC edited and published the fifth batch 
of energy-saving and emission reduction demonstration project collection and carried 

out the selection activity of the first batch of energy-saving and circular economy 

demonstration projects.

CCCC has attached importance to both the energy-saving and emission reduction 

and the technologies, striving to achieve green manufacturing and sustainable 

development by introducing environmental equipment and developing environmental 

technologies.

Treatment of PM2.5: In 2013, the Shanghai Zhenhua Port Machinery Co., 

Ltd. launched environmentally-friendly coatings technology research project, 

using waterborne coatings to replace solvent borne coatings, which effectively 

reduced the VOC emission by 90 percent, thus preventing the formation of 

PM2.5 from the source.

Treatment of organic waste water: The waste water pit environment 

improvement project at Huanghuadian Township, Wuqing District of Tianjian, 

which was implemented by the Wuqing project department of CCCC Tianjin 

Dredging Co., Ltd., is the first high concentration organic waste water disposal 
project of CCCC.

Promotion of photovoltaic power generation: The 8.5MWp rooftop distributed 

photovoltaic power generation project invested by CCCC Xi’an Road 

Construction Machinery Co., Ltd. can generate 7.251 million kWh of electric 

power per year, saving 2,392.83 tons of standard coal in comparison with 

traditional thermal power project, and reducing 8,450 tons of CO2 emission 

and 2,305 tons of carbon dust.

Development of new energy passenger car: Through the new energy bus, 

CCCC has realized breakthrough and marched into the field of new energy 
passage car manufacturing. In 2015, the Company recruited and selected 

technical team to conduct the R&D work. Three batches of pure electric bus 

models have been produced successively since April 2016, and the first 

batch of 100 pure electric buses have been delivered to the Pinggu Bus Co. 

in December 2016.

Building of three-dimensional parking facility: In early 2016, the first outdoor 
open-ended lifting and transferring parking facility independently developed 

by Shanghai Zhenhua Port Machinery Co., Ltd. was successfully put into 

operation. The roof of the facility is equipped with evenly distributed solar 

batteries, which can generate 60 kWh of electric power per day. By relying on 

the electricity, the parking facility can operated for 17 hours successively.

To respond to the “Green Button Initiative” launched by the Beijing Municipal Commission of Development 
and Reform, CCCC has taken steps to realize the effective recycling of beverage bottles at workplace and to 
promote employees to improve awareness of energy-saving, environmental protection and resource recycling. 
The Company has installed beverage bottle recycling machine at office buildings, advocating and encouraging 
employees to actively participate in energy-saving, environmental protection and resource recycling.

CCCC has promoted green office practices, embraced video conference system, reduced travel costs and resource 

consumption, adhered to paperless office, and built low-carbon and environmentally-friendly work environment.

In 2016, the energy-saving project for newly high-pressure water-flushing device of suction dredger 
developed by CCCC Guangzhou Dredging Co., Ltd. was selected into the first batch of CCCC energy-saving 
and emission reduction demonstration projects. By adopting folding pipe transmission device at suction 
dredger “Junhai 6” to transfer high-pressure water to underwater drag head, the issues of pipeline flux leak 
and pressure loss were basically resolved, and the ground-breaking capability was enhanced. The technology 
improves the construction efficiency, and could save 3,988.58 tons of standard coal per year.

Project of CCCC Guangzhou Dredging Co. selected into first batch of 
energy-saving and emission reduction demonstration projects

Recycling of beverage bottle

Case

Case

Suction dredger “Junhai 6”

Green Manufacturing

The total investment amount of 
contracts reached 

195 million US dollars
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Green Building

Green Publicity

Ecological protection

CCCC has focused on the harmonious coexistence between the buildings and the nature, energetically promoted green 

building, and guaranteed the energy-saving and pollution reduction at construction sites.

CCCC has attached importance to the protection of natural environment and biodiversity of coverage areas in the process 

of project development, committing to realizing the coordinated development between the enterprise and the natural 

environment. According to the unified arrangement of national ecological construction, CCCC has earnestly learnt the “Notice 
on Key Work of Promoting Central SOEs to Accelerate Ecological Construction,” putting forward detailed requirements 

for affiliated units from six aspects including green development, technological innovation, fund investment, key energy-
consuming equipment management, statistics and monitoring, and market mechanism, thus gradually forming the 

responsible entities of promoting ecological construction.

Insisting on the development path of environmental protection and sustainability, CCCC has always taken environmental 

protection measures in the process of design, development and operation of each and every project, especially in 

environmentally sensitive areas. The Company has strived to reduce the occupation of arable lands, to enhance water 

and soil preservation and vegetation restoration, to strengthen ecological protection of operation areas, and to protect the 

biodiversity.

CCCC Third Harbor Engineering Co. has 

adopted the barter transaction mode, 

using toothbrushes, toothpastes and other 

articles for daily use to exchange waste 

batteries and other household garbage, thus 

to advocate green life and environmental 

protection.

11 youth volunteers of Shanghai Zhenhua 

Port Machinery Co. have conducted green 

and environmental protection publicity activity in 

communities, popularized environmental protection 

knowledge, distributed environmentally-friendly 

bags, invited community residents to post 

“commitment poster,” and advocated to jointly 

build beautiful homeland with residents.

 CCCC International Center was awarded LEED Gold Level Pre-Certification

 Retain the “smile” of Yangtze River dolphins

Case

Case

In June 2016, the “CCCC International Center” project of CCCC Fourth Harbor Engineering Co. was 
awarded the “LEED-CS Gold Level Pre-Certification” of the U.S. Green Building Council, which is the highest 
international green building standard in terms of energy-saving and environmental protection.

The main construction area of the Yangtze Estuary II Project implemented by the Second Engineering Company 
Ltd. of CCCC First Harbor Engineering Company Ltd. is located at the Zhenjiang Yangtze Dolphin Provincial 
Nature Reserve. To enhance ecological protection and reduce the impact of construction on dolphins to the 
greatest extent, the project department has taken practical action to safeguard the “smile” of dolphins.

Formulated the “Special Plan for Yangtze River Dolphin Protection in Project Construction Period”: The project 
department conducted field investigation, held expert workshop, and formulated complete dolphin protection 
plan to guide the protection work in the project construction period.

Established “Dolphin Rescue Transfer Station”: The project department employed full time dolphin supervisors 
to conduct dynamic monitoring on dolphins in the construction waters and to adjust protection measures in 
accordance with the construction plan.

Conducted dolphin protection knowledge lectures: The project department invited experts to conduct lectures 
on dolphin protection knowledge for construction workers three times successively; set up large publicity 
bulletin on dolphin protection at the construction site; and posted requirements on environmental and dolphin 
protection on working vessels.

CCCC International Center

The LEED Certification has been recognized as the most complete and most influential assessment standard among 
international standards of environmental protection, green building and building sustainability. It represents the highest 
standard of green building.

Further Reading:

Green Initiative

“It is the first time I have ever seen that a construction company took initiative to formulate dolphin protection 
plan and invited experts to conduct assessment work.”
----Wang Kexiong, famous Yangtze River dolphin expert and research fellow with the Institute of Hydrobiology of 
Chinese Academy of Sciences
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“The priority of the construction in this fragile area with extreme climates was to protect the existing valuable vegetation.”

“Besides for vegetation, animals were also one of our concerns during the construction in the desert.”94.8  percent of its 

land is wind-eroded and sandy

“Our ultimate goal for building the railway was to create a scene which could embody the ecological improvement of 
northern Xinjiang. For this end, we strictly followed the principle of simultaneous design, construction and delivery 
of the environment protection works and the main works. We believe farmers and herdsmen there will become richer, 
the pastures will become more beautiful and the desert will become more attractive with our efforts.”
----Hu Yanjie, manager of the second section of Menghua Railway Project of CCCC First Harbor Engineering Co.

Special earth excavation and removal process: The earth excavation and removal process, which is usually a 

common process for other projects, was critical to the successful performance of the project. Efforts were made to 

avoid carrying out works at areas covered with vegetation and to transplant green plants within the site to nearby 

pastures.

Building dedicated passageways for animals:Driving a car even carefully in the desert leaves vegetation 

on the sides of the road to be covered with a thin layer of dusts, which affects the quality of the vegetation 

animals are to eat. To reduce the pollution caused by dusts to the food of animals, 306 culverts were built, 

half of which were dedicated for animals.

Enclosures to protect animals: As well-point dewatering was used to build the culverts, enclosures were built 

to protect animals from falling down into the wells.

Birds returning home: The natural pool with a radius of about 200 meters near the construction site is the 

habitat of a great number of birds. During the days when the works commenced, birds sang every morning. 

As more and more machinery and equipment entered the site, the noise produced by engines broke the 

harmony there and drove away the birds. To deal with this situation, the project department found a solution 

as soon as possible and built a dedicated room to reduce the noise created by the engines in it. Days later, 

birds returned in groups. Now, birds fly about, and everything there is the same as usual.

Landscaping of the excavation sites: To slow down the desertification of the used excavation sites, the project 

department decided to level the slopes of excavation sites and smooth corners and edges formed during excavation 

and uneven sand areas, so as to make the excavation sites to be in the same shapes as the dunes nearby, which 

can slow down the movement of dunes and protect the eco-system of the desert.

Environment protection volunteers: As the progress of the project speeded up, more and more workers, machinery 

and equipment entered the construction site, which brought increasing pressure on the environment. Volunteers 

from the project department handled environmental problems on the site in a timely manner, with an aim to let the 

workers understand that no construction is allowed to be carried out at the cost of the environment.

The Mu Us Desert is one of the four biggest deserts in China. It presents 

spectacular scenes in sunny days, while turning into a world of darkness when 

winds come. As fixed and semi-fixed dunes cover a large part of the desert and 
94.8 percent of its land is wind-eroded and sandy, even a breeze can cause a 

sand storm sweeping through the desert. Although it is hard to build a railway in 

this environmentally sensitive and fragile area, CCCC rose to the challenge and 

made a bold decision to build a quality environmentally-friendly railway.

Story III: Green Railway in the Mu Us Desert

Feature
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Data Revelation:

Chemical Weapon Movable Disposal Project in Harbin

The issue of chemical weapons abandoned by Japan in China is one of the grave crimes committed by Japanese militarism 

in aggression against China, which is also a historical problem that greatly impacts the relations between China and Japan. 

As a large central SOE, CCCC, together with related parties, shall have to take the social responsibility to clear away the 

weapons buried in chemical warfare areas.

In May 2015, CCCC Highway Consultants Co., Ltd. carried out the Songhua River Jiamusi section trial excavation batardeau 

project to dig out chemical weapons abandoned by Japan in Songhua River area of Jiamusi.

In March 2016, CCCC Highway Consultants Co., Ltd. started chemical weapon movable disposal project in Harbin. With six 

month of hard work, the project was completed and the banner of CCCC was set firmly in the land there.

Story IV: Clearing of Chemical Weapons Abandoned by Japan 
in China

Feature

According to incomplete statistics, in its aggression against China during the World War II, the Japan troops 

used chemical weapons for over 2,000 times, in which 1,791 times had detailed record on when and where the 

chemical weapons were used and what casualties the chemical weapons brought about. Nineteen provinces 

and municipalities were suffered, causing casualties to as many as 200,000 Chinese soldiers and civilians.

According to some latest information decoded by the U.S. National Archives and Records Administration, 

it is estimated that about 3.5 million of chemical weapons and 150 tons of chemical weapon agents were 

abandoned by Japan in China. 

According to the information released by Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as of May 2015, China had helped Japan 

to excavate and collect the chemical weapons abandoned by Japan in China for over 200 times. More than 

50,000 chemical weapons had been collected and kept in over 90 places in 18 provinces and municipalities of 

China, among which 37,825 chemical weapons were safely disposed successively in Nanjing, Shijiazhuang, 

Wuhan, Ha'erba Ridge of Jilin Province and so on.
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Realize Common Growth with Employees

Achieve Win-Win Results with Partners

Create Harmony with Community 

Feature Story V: Brothers at Athi River 

Feature Story VI: 20 Years of Responsibility 

Performance and Poverty Alleviation 

We Create Better
Life for People
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CCCC Party Committee held a meeting with outstanding 
youth employees

CCCC Second Highway Engineering Co. held the 7th workers’ 
congress

The Company  had 

118,765 

In-service employees

Female employees

20,108  

The social insurance 
coverage for employees 

was 100 percent

The compensations for in-
service employees reached 

17.285 billion 

yuan accumulatively

The size of enterpriseannuity 
amounted to 

7.25 billion yuan

2014

2014

2015

2015

2016

2016

Democratic Management

We Create Better Life for People

 Realize Common Growth with Employees

CCCC has effectively implemented the talent idea of putting the value creator first, 

constructing harmonious labor relations. The Company has strictly abided by the 

regulations of “Labor Law,” protected the lawful rights and interests of employees, 

and prohibited discriminations in any condition of employment because of national 

origin, race, gender and age; formulated the “Management Measures for Attendance,” 

“Management Measures for Employees” and other relevant institutions to manage the 

talent recruitment, development and adjustment; implemented the eight-hour working 

day system, prohibited any kind of forced labor; formulated and implemented the paid 

annual leave system, and effectively maintained the rights and interests of employees. 

In 2016, the Company had 118,765 in-service employees, among whom 20,108 were 

female employees, and the social insurance coverage for employees was 100 percent.

CCCC has provided competitive salary for employees, striving to improve the overall 

quality of the staff and to guarantee them a decent life. To ensure the retired life of 

employees, the Company has set up the enterprise annuity system, becoming one of 

the first enterprises to set up enterprise annuity in China. As of the end of 2016, the 
compensations for in-service employees reached 17.285 billion yuan accumulatively 

and the size of enterprise annuity amounted to 7.25 billion yuan.

CCCC has fully exerted the role of employees in corporate democratic management, regularly conducted workers’ congress, 

extensively solicited the opinions and suggestions of employees, and effectively safeguarded the right to know, the right of 

supervision and the right of decision-making participation of employees. In 2016, the employees’ participation rate of trade 

union was 100 percent.

Number of employees with 
master’s degree or above

Number of employees 
under 30 years old

Number of employees 
aged between 31-40 
years old

Number of employees 
aged between 41-50 
years old

Number of employees 
aged above 51 years old

Number of employees with 
bachelor’s degree

Number of employees with 
junior college certificate

Number of employees with 
technical secondary school 
certificate or below

Unit:Person

Unit:Person

CCCC has strictly abided by the regulations of the “Provisions on the Prohibition of Using Child Labor,” prohibiting 

the employment of minors under 16 years old. By now, no child workers had been employed by the Company. To 

further promote the supply chain responsibility fulfillment and build a good responsibility environment, CCCC has 
enhanced the management for labor subcontracting companies, and those who violate the regulations shall be 

eliminated from the subcontracting list.
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•“11711” Key Talent Cultivation   
    Project

•Innovative Talent Cultivation Project

•International Talent Cultivation   
   Project

•Urgently-Needed Talent Cultivation 
   Project

•Versatile Party-Mass Work Talent 
   Cultivation Project

CCCC employed169,275 

migrant workers

Established nearly 

600 spare time schools (including 

branch schools) for migrant workers

Trained 300,000 persons/

times of migrant workers

Invested about 

152 million yuan for various 

trainings 

The participants reached 

222,304 persons/times

Care for migrant workers

Conducted f ree physica l  examinat ion 
for migrant workers for four years in a 
row(Western Regional Co. of the Third 
Engineering Co., Ltd. of CCCC First Highway 
Engineering Company Ltd.)

Visited migrant workers during the Mid-
Autumn Festival(Wuliu Project Department 
of Bridge and Tunnel Co. of CCCC Fourth 
Highway Engineering Company Ltd.)

A volunteer activity on work safety publicity
(Chongqing Fuma Bridge Project Department 
of Third Engineering Co., Ltd. of CCCC First 
Highway Engineering Company Ltd.)

Five Major Talent Cultivation 
Projects of CCCC

Training Programs of CCCC

“I can’t write and I seldom go to banks. The project contractor can pay the wage directly to me. I have nothing to worry 
about.”

----Ms. Zhang, a migrant worker of Foshan Project Department

Rights and Interests of Migrant Workers

Occupational Health

Career Development of Employees

CCCC has strictly required the labor service companies to sign labor 

contracts with migrant workers and to pay social insurance for them; 

and enhanced labor protection for migrant workers and conducted 

extensive work safety education. In 2016, CCCC employed 169,275 

migrant workers; established nearly 600 spare time schools (including 

branch schools) for migrant workers and trained 300,000 persons/times of 

migrant workers.

CCCC has attached importance to the protection of employees’ occupational health. In 2016, the Company issued 

the “Performance Indicators for Occupational Health, Work Safety and Environmental Protection,” integrating 

occupational health into appraisal standards, and signed the “Responsibility Letter on Occupational Health, 

Work Safety and Environmental Protection” with affiliated companies, conducting quantitative evaluation. Bad 

occupational health evaluation outcome constitutes a decisive veto, thus to promote the implementation of entity 

responsibility system.

CCCC has increased the special fund input, providing all-around economic support for occupational health 

protection; adopted the mode of combination of self-inspection and third-party inspection to monitor the environment 

of key operation venues, guaranteeing the work safety; conducted physical examination system for employees of 

CCCC and workers from labor service companies, establishing health monitoring documents; and equipped labor 

protection products for each and every worker to enhance personal protection.

CCCC has conducted comprehensive supervision on occupational health, work safety and environmental protection, 

further improving the EHS management system; strengthened the publicity of the “Law of the People's Republic of 

China on the Prevention and Control of Occupational Diseases,” posting occupational hazard factors, prevention 

measures and matters needing attention posters at construction sites; and earnestly carried out occupational health 

trainings for employees, improved their understanding of occupational hazards, and enhanced their self-protection 

awareness.

In order to guarantee the rights and interests of migrant workers and to prevent arrears of wages and default on 
project fund by labor contractors, CCCC Foshan Subway Project Department has established files on migrant 
workers. The workers’ ID card and resident address are included in the registered information. The action is taken 
as the first step for control and management. When the project fund is on the labor contractor’s account, the on-
site supervising labor contractor will then pay the wages to the migrant workers in cash and the worker will confirm 
the payment with fingerprint, so it’s impossible to falsely claim wages as one’s own and the rights and interests of 
migrant workers are secured.

Training for senior management: CCCC has attached importance to 
trainings for the “critical minority.” In 2016, the Company held four trainings 
for the management staff, and 178 executives completed the closed training 
programs.

Training for young and middle-aged backbone managers: This program 
is the demonstration program of the “11711” key talent cultivation project. 
In 2016, CCCC held four trainings for young and middle-aged managers, 
cultivating a total of 257 outstanding managers.

Training for professional technicians: CCCC held training programs for 
the fresh troops of the company, and the participants reached more than 
150,000 persons/times accumulatively.

Training for high-skilled talents: In 2016, CCCC trained more than 20,000 
skilled talents of various kinds, and held high-end training demonstration 
programs covering two major professions of measurement and test, and 
131 employees participated in the training.

Training for new employees: In 2016, CCCC trained nearly 7,000 new 
employees, helping them quickly learn the company and complete the role 
change.

CCCC has adhered to the idea of putting people first, fully implemented 
the talent cultivation project, offered various training opportunities to 

employees and provided them with broad career development platform. In 

2016, the Company invested about 152 million yuan for various trainings 

and the participants reached 222,304 persons/times; 18 people of the 

Company enjoyed the special government allowances of the State Council 

and two employees were awarded the title of “National Technical Expert.”

Case

A special space set up by Tianhe Mechanical 
Equipment Manufacturing Co. for breastfeeding 
employees

Helped 1,329 

persons/times of employees

Extending supporting fund of 
more than 

860,000 yuan

Employee Care
CCCC has attached importance to employee 

care and offered special care to pregnant 

and breastfeeding employees; and organized 

assistance activities to support employees 

with difficulties. In 2016, the Company helped 
1,329 persons/times of employees, extending 

supporting fund of more than 860,000 yuan. 

It also actively responded to the national call 

to receive ex-servicemen and demobilized 

soldiers, winning recognition of the SASAC 

of the State Council.
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The second “Ant Book Fair of CCCC” Tug-of-war competition organized by trade union

Covering 29,051
registered suppliers

The amount of e-procurement 

reached 58.7 billion yuan

The e-procurement rate of bulk 

material amounted to 85 
percent

Saving 2.59 percent of 

procurement costs

Suppliers of CCCC by region

Employee Assistance ProgramCase

CCCC Fourth Harbor Engineering Co. launched the Employee Assistance Program (EAP), aiming at building happy 
and warm work environment and promoting growth of employees.

Establish EAP team: The EAP team consists of the principals of the Party, the trade union and the Communist 
Youth League as well as the employees with specialized knowledge background and great interest, covering the 
company, the subsidiaries and the project departments. The team has more than 500 EAP specialists.

Conduct EAP training: The company has arranged more than 10 special trainings relating to psychological 
knowledge, offered psychology books and EAP books to employees and organized regular training in accordance 
with the EAP specialist cultivation characteristics.

Promote EAP action: The company has issued “EAP Specialist Handbook” and “Self-Help Manual on Occupational 
Health Psychology of Employees,” established psychological counseling hotline, set up EAP activity rooms, and 
built sound environment for employees.

“The implementation of EAP is like lubricating agent between the company and employees, which not 
only bridges the gap, but also makes us feel closer.”

----An employee of the project department of CCCC Fourth Harbor Engineering Co.

“To care for the employees means to think of problems that the employees think of, and to act and 
resolve the problems that the employees worry about.”

----Beijing-Shenyang Passenger Line Project Department of CCCC First Harbor Engineering Co.

Work and Life Balance
CCCC has attached importance to the work-and-life balance of employees, and constantly carried out diversified and 

colorful activities. For example, we send birthday cards and celebrate major festivals together, enriching the entertainment 

of employees. The Company has paid attention to those employees who worked far away from their families. By arranging 

family visits, we further enhanced the sense of belonging of employees and the cohesive force of the enterprise.

In 2016, CCCC conducted examination and review on 465 Group suppliers, and qualification rate reached 100 percent. 
According to the “Detailed Rules of CCCC on Management of Material Suppliers,” CCCC would organize regular meeting or 

conduct field interview with unqualified suppliers, jointly seeking solutions. The suppliers who cannot reach the assessment 
score of 60 twice in a row would be eliminated from the supplier network of CCCC.

Adhering to the goal of building CCCC as a world-class enterprise, CCCC has 

established and completed the supplier management mechanism, selecting 

suppliers with high quality and environmentally-friendly products in accordance 

with the “Detailed Rules of CCCC on Management of Material Suppliers.” The 

Company has actively promoted e-procurement and centralized procurement. In 

2016, CCCC completed the upgrading of material procurement system, covering 

29,051 registered suppliers, and the amount of e-procurement reached 58.7 

billion yuan; the e-procurement rate of bulk material amounted to 85 percent, 

saving 2.59 percent of procurement costs. The building and management of the 

centralized procurement platform of CCCC was selected into the “Collection of 

China Supply Chain Management Best Practices (2016)” in 2016.

Launching ceremony of a reading club of CCCC

Organizing family visit activitiesCase

Many front line workers in CCCC just couldn’t accompany their children due to their work.

The Hubei Baokang-Yichang Expressway Project Department of CCCC Fourth Highway Engineering Co. cares 
much for its employees. On June 1st the International Children’s Day, the employees’ kids were invited to the 
construction site to spend the festival together with their parents. They were organized to visit the site and were 
taught some real construction and security knowledge, which was quite impressive and the employees’ sense of 
belonging was enhanced.  

In order to comfort its employees, the Beijing-Shenyang Passenger Line Project Department of CCCC First 
Harbor Engineering Co. organized parents-and-children summer camp called ‘Building Railways with My Father’ 
and families thus got together and had lots of fun. 

Achieve Win-Win Results with Partners

Build Community of Responsibility

Supplier Review

Northeast China

East China

Central and South China

Southwest China

North China

Northwest China

2015: 57 

2015: 370 

2015: 245 

2015: 145 

2015: 178 

2015: 78 

2016: 24 

2016: 221

2016: 90 

2016: 52 

2016: 119 

2016: 20 
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The external donations of CCCC 
reached 

24.37 million yuan

Built flood dike for Zhangdu Lake Zhuangkou Bridge flood control commando of 
CCCC Second Harbor Engineering Co

CCCC Second Harbor Engineering Co. supported 
post -d isaster  reconst ruc t ion and donated 2 .016 
million yuan to Hubei Province for disaster relief

Donated 2.016 million
yuan to Hubei Province for 
disaster relief

Responsible Procurement

Supplier Training

Internal Coordination External Cooperation

CCCC Second Harbor Engineering Co. has insisted on the principle of local procurement, giving priority to the 
procurement of environmental-friendly and energy-saving material. In 2014-2016, the green procurement rate of main 
material reached 98.18 percent and the local procurement rate amounted to 98.45 percent.

In May 2016, CCCC conducted the training for supply chain senior management talents, and 30 senior managers from 
various units participated in the training, which improved their capability in the aspects of strategy, theory, innovation and 
so on.

Resource integration: CCCC has enhanced internal 

cooperation, integrated resources, and conducted 

unified actions, building a community of destiny and a 
community of interest.

Cooperate with government: In 2016, CCCC signed 

framework agreements with governments of Jiangxi, 

Hunan, Hainan, Zhejiang and Shanghai, and reached 

consensus on strategic cooperation.

Industry and f inance integrat ion: CCCC Asset 

Management Company Limited, by introducing CCCC 

road and bridge fund, has exerted advantages by using 

the mode of “industry + capital,” and completed equity 

merger through industry fund, thus unleashed the 

highway assets.

Cooperate with other enterprises: CCCC signed 

strategic cooperative agreements or conducted 

practical cooperation with the China COSCO Shipping 

Corporation Limited, China Chengtong Holdings 

Group Ltd. and other large enterprises and financial 

institutions, promoted resource sharing and established 

comprehensive strategic cooperative partnership.

In the road maintenance project of the Hong Kong’s Highways Department, China Road and Bridge Corporation adopted 
the environmental-friendly road bricks that contain recycled glass, realizing the recycling of waste.

In June 2016, CCCC organized the first conference of material suppliers of CCCC, and more than 300 suppliers and 
90-odd material managers of the affiliated units participated in the conference, which laid a foundation for mutual 
understanding and cooperation between the Company and the suppliers.

In September 2016, CCCC organized two sessions of training for material bidding evaluation experts and supplier 
assessment experts, and nearly 200 experts of affiliated companies participated in the training, which further strengthened 
the professional skills of the experts.

Boost Strategic Cooperation

CCCC has strengthened the cooperation with governments, financial institutions, partners and other stakeholders, 
achieving complementary advantages, mutual benefits and common development.

CCCC has actively fulfilled social responsibility of central SOEs, provided 
relief donations for disaster-stricken areas, vulnerable groups and people 

with difficulties, and supported public welfare causes including education, 
science, culture, sport, medical care, environmental protection and public 

facilities construction. In 2016, the external donations of CCCC reached 

24.37 million yuan.

 Create Harmony with Community

Donations

Support flood-stricken areasCase

In July 2016, Hubei, Hunan, Anhui, Jiangsu, Chongqing and other south China’s provinces were hit by floods.

In the face of severe flood, CCCC organized scientifically and arranged orderly. CCCC Second Harbor Engineering 
Co. organized more than 30 project departments to support flood relief, and the number of the participants 
reached over 3,000 persons/times successively. During the period, more than 80 dangerous situations were 
controlled and the invested material and financial resources reached over 10 million yuan. The flood control 
operations fully showed the styles of the SOEs in serving the society.
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The Company invested

17.92 million yuan of 

financial support and relief fund totally

Accumulatively invested 

15.72 million yuan of 

support and relief fund to Nujiang 
Lisu Autonomous Prefecture

The accumulated economicbenefits 
of Yingjisha County reached 

30 million yuan

Directly benefiting about 

20,000 people

Promoted 

65,000 Youth League 

members to register as volunteers

Poverty Alleviation with Targeted Measures

CCCC has responded to national policy, implemented social responsibility, 

conducted unified arrangement and planning in accordance with main 

business advantages and actual demands of poverty-stricken areas, 

and clarified the key poverty relief work, goal and tasks during the “13th 
Five-Year Plan” period, committing to promoting development-orientated 

poverty alleviation and industry support. In 2016, the Company invested 

17.92 million yuan of financial support and relief fund totally.

CCCC has established the “Blue Vest” volunteer contingent, built the public 

welfare brands of “Love-Connection Bridge” and “Love Port,” promoted 

65,000 Youth League members to register as volunteers, and actively 

participated in volunteer services and public welfare cause.

Sent 12 batches of task forces to conduct field investigation and research 
at the poverty alleviation areas, and the participants reached more than 
60 persons/times

Accumulatively invested 15.72 million yuan of support and relief fund to 
Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture in Yunnan

Accumulatively invested three million yuan of support and relief fund to 
Yingjisha County in Xinjiang

Supported 19 agricultural projects in Xinjiang, promoting the surrounding 
poverty-stricken people to develop rural industries

The accumulated economic benefits of Yingjisha County reached 30 
million yuan, directly benefiting about 20,000 people

Affordable
housing
construction

Industry

Labor 
services

Education

Infrastructure 
construction

Development-
oriented 
poverty 
alleviation

Volunteer Service

“Blue Vest” volunteers organized members of the skill 
constituency of the All-China Youth Federation to visit 
Shanghai Zhenhua Port Machinery Co.

CCCC First Harbor Engineering Co. provided assistance 
for community

Volunteers in Qinling Mountains

Let’s see the world hand-in-hand

Case

Case

Since the establishment of Xi’an-Chengdu Passenger Dedicated Line Project Department of the Fifth Engineering 
Co. of CCCC Second Harbor Engineering Co. in 2012, the department has set up a youth volunteer team mainly 
consisted of its employees, conducting volunteer activities to support the staff and the society, which showed the 
positive energy of youth employees.

Conduct support and relief activities: The youth volunteers have provided support for the lonely and elderly people 
since March 2013, conducting regular visits to them and sending them with holiday greetings.

Protect natural environment: The Xi’an-Chengdu Passenger Dedicated Line Project Department is located at the 
Qinling Mountains Nature Reserve. The youth volunteers have spared no efforts to protect the rare animals, and to 
collect wastes around the project department. They have also set up an environmental protection inspection team, 
conducting educational activities related to environment protection regularly.

Set up holiday tutorial class: In winter and summer vacations, the children of the first-line employees would come 
to the project department to visit their families, and the youth volunteers then set up holiday tutorial class for those 
children, to eliminate the worries of the employees.

In early 2012, China Harbor Engineering Co. organized the “Let’s see 
the world hand-in-hand” volunteer service to respond to the country’s 
call on school and enterprise cooperation for better quality-oriented 
education. The expatriates of China Harbor Engineering Co. explained 
cultures and customs of different countries to the students.

The volunteer service has been on more than four years so far and 
more than 80 persons/times of lecturers participated in the service. 
Contents cover more than 50 countries and regions in Southeast Asia, 
Middle East, Africa, Latin America and Europe. About 2,800 person/
times of students have accepted the service, and the lecturing time 
amounted to 108 hours. This new school and enterprise cooperation 
mode has broadened the students’ horizon and obtained positive 
feedback and support from the schools. 

“Let’s see the world hand-in-hand” volunteer service in the capital city 
has normalized and systemized the young volunteer service work, and 
has enhanced the brand effect and social influence.
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1995

2002

2006

2016

Athi River, in adjacent to Nairobi, the capital city of 

Kenya, is a town with good economic atmosphere along 

the Mombasa-Nairobi Railway. Ever since the Mombasa-

Nairobi SGR Project was put into construction, people in 

the town have started a better life. Richard and Frederick 

are brothers. They are residents in the small town, just 

like their ancestors, but great changes are brought to 

their life since the construction of the railway.

“Conducting disaster relief and poverty alleviation and fulfilling social responsibility 

show our respect to civilization, virtues and lofty values, and the solemn commitments 

of CCCC in promoting national building. We will use our actions and goodwill to 

concentrate mighty energy.”

Since 20 years ago, CCCC has actively explored and participated in poverty alleviation 

work, fulfilling social responsibility in a down-to-earth manner. To better complete the 
poverty alleviation work, CCCC will invest no less than 10 million yuan of special fund 

every year and send more than 10 cadres to poverty-stricken areas to guide the work 

during the “13th Five-Year Plan” period.

During the “13th Five-Year Plan” period, CCCC will invest more 
than four million yuan for industrial poverty alleviation per year, 
which will benefit no less than 500 households of farmers and 
promote no less than 200 households of farmers to shake off 
poverty.

CCCC, under the leadership of the 

Ministry of Transport, participated in 

the poverty alleviation work in Nujiang 

Prefecture

CCCC has conducted fixed-point 
support and relief work in Nujiang 
Prefecture in accordance with the 
unified arrangement of the State 
Council Leading Group Office of 
Poverty Alleviation and Development

CCCC has constantly conducted 
fixed-point support and relief work 
in poverty-stricken areas of Yunnan 
and Xinjiang, sending 12 batches of 
task forces to carry out in-depth field 
investigation and research, and the 
participants reached more than 60 
persons/times

C C C C  e n h a n c e d  t h e  p o v e r t y 
alleviation work, promoted precision 
poverty alleviation activities, and 
greatly increased the special fund for 
poverty alleviation, and the first batch 
of village-based task force have been 
dispatched

The elder brother Richard opened a fast food restaurant in the town. Before building the bridge 
on Athi River, their business was not good. Along with the building of the bridge, the restaurant 
embraced an extraordinary good business. This bridge is the longest bridge of the Mombasa-
Nairobi SGR Project. In its construction, the workers at peak period reached over 400 people. 
At meal time, the workers wait in so long a queue that could even reach the other side of the 
road. Richard’s income has increased and he says, “I have been running my restaurant for 
about three years, however, my income in the latest half year is even more than that in the past 
three years.”

Since 2006, CCCC has accumulatively invested 15.72 million 
yuan of support and relief fund to Nujiang Prefecture in Yunnan, 
among which 8.4 million yuan was industrial poverty alleviation 
fund; has accumulatively invested three million yuan of support 
and relief fund to Yingjisha County in Xinjiang, supporting 19 
local agricultural projects. The projects in Yijingsha County have 
promoted the surrounding poverty-stricken people to develop 
rural industries and the accumulatively economic benefits 
reached 30 million yuan, directly benefiting about 20,000 people.

Precision assistance: Since 2006, CCCC has organized 50,000 
Youth League members to provide support for schools in Nujiang 
Prefecture, donating nine multimedia classrooms for four middle 
schools and one primary school, which improved the local 
teaching facilities. Meanwhile, the employees of CCCC, through 
“one-to-one” or “two-to-one” support mode, have assisted seven 
students with financial difficulties.

Precision training: In October 2016, CCCC assisted the 
Organization Department of the Nujiang Prefecture to select 
two outstanding cadres to participate in the “Advanced Study 
Program for Young and Middle-Aged Backbone Managers of 
CCCC” in Beijing. The two cadres received a 28-day closed 
training with 55 director-level managers of CCCC.

The younger brother Frederick had been a street vendor before building the bridge. He 
was struggling to solve the food and clothing problem then. With his brother’s suggestion, 
Frederick has managed to be employed by the project department and he gradually grows 
up to be a technical specialist among the local staff. He is so reliable in techniques that 
he is recognized by his Chinese team leader and is recommended to work at Athi River 
Railway Station when the bridge project is completed. He is the steel bar team leader now, 
and he is responsible for tutoring green hands and for supervising steel bar bundling.   
              In September 2016, Frederick, the hardworking and skilled specialist, got married.     
                    He achieves success in both his career and his personal life.  

“I’ll follow the project and move my fast food restaurant to any 

places where the project goes.”

“I have learned techniques from the Chinese, and I will no 

longer worry about how to make a living.”

“To follow the steps of the Chinese company is not just a joke. It is the 

Mombasa-Nairobi SGR Project that makes us what we are today. We 

will continue to work hard in the Nairobi-Malabar Project.”

Story V: Brothers at Athi River

Story VI :  20 Years of  Responsib i l i ty 
Performance and Poverty AlleviationFeature

Poverty Alleviation Process

Industrial Poverty Alleviation

Alleviate Poverty through Education
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Indicators       Unit              2014       2015     2016

Indicators    Unit                        2014      2015    2016

person

person

person

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

person

person

person

103,357

32,522

7,873

100

98

95

100

96

95

17.6

12.5

7,289

52,800

20,730

115,179

42,339

6,042

100

99

95

100

97

95

17.4

13.1

8,506

59,971

24,031

118,765

48,304

7,673

100

99

95

100

97

96

23.5

14.7

9,714

65,135

23,401

239.70

0.064

4.38

600.0

4,182.80

2.1

34.04

249,121.4

1,749.92

135.85

100

259.65

0.058

1.94

572.1

923.05

1.1

34.28

277,221.2

1,672.06

146.65

100

244.65

0.054

2.10

541.3

4,481.70

1.6

37.92

304,586.2

1,461.83

136.11

100

2016 in Numbers
Environmental Performance

Society Performance

During the “13th Five-Year Plan” period, CCCCwill invest no less than one million yuan of education poverty alleviation fund 

per year, benefiting no less than 100 students with financial difficulties.

Poverty Alleviation Cadres

During the “13th Five-Year Plan” period, CCCC will invest no less than 10 million yuan of poverty alleviation fund per year, 
which will be raised from the headquarters and the affiliated companies, and send more than 10 cadres to fixed-point 
poverty alleviation areas to guide the work.

In 2016, CCCC’s first batch of four poverty alleviation cadres have been sent to fixed-point county to carry out poverty 
alleviation work. As the first Party secretary of the villages, the four cadres conducted in-depth field investigation and 
research at 32 villagers’ group from six natural villages, putting forward practical poverty alleviation measures. 

Voice of 
Stakeholder

“I want to do something in my hometown, but there is no opportunity and I 

have no money. The Company resolves the two big problems at once.”

----Zhu Rongxin, a villager of Zibianwangji Village in Lushui City of Yunnan Province

“The poverty alleviation cadre of CCCC spared no efforts to conduct field 

investigation and research at the village. He works hard. He is our fellow 

villager. He is our fellow citizen of the Nujiang Prefecture.”

----He Guilian, Major of Lushui City, Yunnan Province

“The Company has helped us for many years, and we are willing to follow the 

cadres to shake off poverty and achieve prosperity.”

----Zhao Wangchun, a driver in Nujiang Prefecture, Yunnan Province

Total energy consumption 10,000 tce

10,000 tce

10,000 tons

10,000 yuan

100m yuan

10,000 tons

10,000 kWh

10,000 standard m3

10,000 tons

%

tce/10,000 yuan 
(current price)

Comprehensive energy consumption 
of per unit operating revenue

Energy saving amount

Emission of CO2 

Total electric power consumption

Total gas consumption

Total oil consumption

Green procurement rate

Number of employees

Number of foreign employees

Number of newly recruited graduates

Signing rate of labor contract

Signing rate of collective contract

Membership of trade union

Coverage of social insurance

Paid leave rate of employees

Coverage of physical examination

Proportion of female employees

Proportion of female managers

Number of employees with master’s 
degree or above

Number of employees with bachelor’s 
degree

Number of employees with junior 
college certificate

Input for energy-saving technological 
transformation

Consumption of new energy, renewable 
energy or clean energy

Government reward fund for energy-
saving and emission reduction
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100m yuan 

100m yuan 

100m yuan 

100m yuan 

100m yuan 

100m yuan 

Nos.

10,000 m3

10,000 m3

kilometer

kilometer

6,303.88

1,321.97

6,084.17

3,666.73

175.62

160.48

256

13,853

66,806

2,400

1,925

7,310.51

1,695.63

6,503.15

4,044.20

194.10

203.12

252

15,562

65,542

4,317

1,378

8,014.63

1,869.57

7,308.02

4,317.43

222.25

235.23

155

9,179.9

72,308.1

4,683

998.9

22,538

94.8

3.12

1

13,418.90

226,800

92.13

100

100

49

48

98

118

47.5

46.1

10,210

57,882

0

0

——

——

153

679

2,757

100

100

0

0

——

3397

100

1113.35

person

%

%

case

10,000 yuan

person/time

%

%

%

class hour

class hour

class hour

class hour

%

%

person

hour

time

person

person/time

hour

item

piece

个

piece

%

%

%

%

Nos.

%

10,000 yuan

22,671

95.4

3.11

0

14,095.86

235,609

93.08

100

100

55

54

102

116

52.2

47.6

12,496

65,183

0

0

——

——

127

1,019

3,682

100

100

0

20,515

96.7

3.15

1

15,234.82

242,304

93.82

100

100

57

56

113

121

53.7

47.7

15,754

76,943

1

18

284

128

148

1,226

4,908

100

100

0

0

100

1073

100

1134.01

0

100

526

100

2437.14

Society Performance Society Performance

Economic Performance

Indicators    Unit                        2014      2015    2016 Indicators    Unit                      2014      2015    2016

Indicators    Unit                      2014      2015    2016

Number of employees with technical 
secondary school certificate or below

Proportion of suppliers/subcontractors 
passed QEOHS Certification

Amount of newly signed contracts

Legal case regarding corrupt practices 
involved in company or employees

Satisfaction of employees

Customer complaint rate

Total assets

Net assets

Operating revenue

Total profits

Total taxes and fees paid

Number of terminal and berth completed

Area of reclamation land

Amount of dredged earthwork

Completed mileage of expressway

Completed single mileage of railway and 
rail transit 

Number of suppliers

Business contract performance rate

Total donations

Turnover of employees

Input for employee training

Training coverage of ordinary employees

Training coverage of middle management

Training coverage of senior management

Average training hours

Employee localization rate

Local procurement rate

Number of employee volunteers

Length of volunteer activities

Death toll in major safety accidents

Length of work safety training

Number of newly added patents

Qualification rate of project acceptance 
check

Qualification rate of project under first 
acceptance check

Proportion of product recall

Number of patents

Average training hours of ordinary 
employees

Average training hours of middle 
management

Average training hours of senior 
management

Number of employees participated in 
safety training

Science and technology prize at provincial 
level or above

Number of major safety accidents

Number of employees participated in 
training
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Three Prizes of the National Science and Technology 
Award:

Eight Prizes of the China Civil Engineering 
Zhan Tianyou Award:

Two Prizes of the China Quality Award:

Seven Prizes of the China Construction 
Engineering Luban Award

15 Prizes of National High-Quality Project Award:

Two Prizes of the National Technology Innovation 
Award:

Awards and Honors 2016

Management Category

 Quality Category

Science and Technology Category

 Other awards 

Top Prize: Beijing-Shanghai HSR Project

Shanghai Zhenhua Port Machinery Co.

Extension Line (Zhijiang Bridge) Project of the 

Hangzhou-Xin’anjiang-Jingdezhen Expressway 

Tanggu-Chengde Expressway Project (Phase II)

Sinopec Wuhan 800,000 tons/year Ethylene and 

Supporting Project

Fast-Track Reconstruction Project of Eastern Section of 

Jianghai Avenue, Nantong City

Bridge Engineering of the North Third Ring (Nanyang 

Road-Zhongzhou Avenue) BT Project, Third Ring Fast-

Track Project of Zhengzhou City

CNOOC Zhuhai LNG Project (Phase I)

200,000-dwt Waterway Engineering Project of Jingtang 

Port Area, Tangshan Port

300,000-dwt Ore Terminal Project of Bayuquan Port Area, 

Yingkou Port

KW1 Section of G3014 Kelamayi-Wuerhe Expressway 

Project in Xinjiang

New Campus Construction Project of the Graduate School 

of Chinese Academy of Sciences

Angola’s Lobito Port Extension Project (Overseas Project)

Sri Lanka’s South Container Terminal Project of Colombo 

Port (Overseas Project)

Pakistan’s Karakoram Highway Extension Project 

(Overseas Project)

Mauritania’s #4, #5 Berths Construction Project of 

Friendship Port (Overseas Project)

Myanmar’s Tagaung Taung Nickel Project (Overseas 

Project)

Guan Yan’an, leader of mechanical maintenance team 

of the V Work Area, CCCC Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao 

Bridge Island and Tunnel Project (Nomination Award)

Jiangchang-Xingcheng Expressway Project

Liujiaxia Bridge of the ZD2 Section, Zheqiao-Dachuan 

Highway Project

Ma'anshan Yangtze River Bridge

Jintang Bridge of the Zhoushan Peninsula Project

Beipan River Bridge of Liupanshui-Panxian Expressway 

in Guizhou

Penang Second Bridge in Malaysia (Overseas Project)

Ethiopia’s Addis Adama Expressway Project (Overseas 

Project)

Binhai Fine Sand Subgrade Construction and Long-Term 
Performance Guarantee Technology

Second Prize: Science and Technology Innovation Project 
of the CCCC

Changde-Jishou Expressway in Hunan

Coal Terminal Project in Caofeidian Port Area, 
Tangshang Port

Xihoumen Bridge of the Zhoushan Peninsula 
Project

Sidu River Bridge of Shanghai-Chengdu West 
Expressway

Hambantota Port Development Project (Phase I)

Shanghai Qingcaosha Water Source Project

New Campus in Hengqin Island of University of 
Macau

Container Terminal Extension Project of Yantian 
Port Area, Shenzhen Port

The Light Current Engineering Project (Phase II) of the Beijing Rail Transit Operating Control Center designed by CCCC 
won national outstanding engineering investigation award of the China Engineering and Consulting Association

Hambantota Port Development Project (Phase II) and other two projects designed by CCCC won national outstanding 
construction engineering management achievement award

The #1-#5 container terminal project of Meishan Bonded Port Area of Ningbo-Zhoushan Port, the Sri Lanka’s South 
Container Terminal Project of Colombo Port, and other five project designed by CCCC won national outstanding 
construction engineering design achievement award of the China Association of Construction Enterprise Management

The “Zemun-Borca Bridge Green Construction Technique,” the “Research and Application of Lean Dynamo-Static 
Coupling Drainage Consolidation Technology for Land Reclamation,” and other ten research projects of CCCC won 
2016 energy-saving innovation award of the China Energy Conservation Association

Ma’anshan Yangtze River Bridge designed and constructed by CCCC won the George Richardson Award of the 
Engineers Society of Western Pennsylvania

Jamaica’s North-South Highway BOT Project designed and constructed by CCCC won 2016 high-quality project award 
of the Jamaica Institute of Architects

Dynamic Positioning and Dynamic Tracking System of the 
Trailing Suction Dredger

Aerodynamic Control Technology for Wind Resistance 
Safety for Long Span Bridge and Driving

Overseas Contribution Award of the Year

One of the “Top 100 Chinese Companies Listed on the Main Board”

Class “A” rating in information disclosure in 2015

“Management Accounting Special Contribution Enterprise” Award

Ranked No. 2 of Best Investor Relations (Buyer) of Construction Industry

China Supply Chain Management Best Practices

Ranked No. 1 among the ENR largest international contractors in China

“Enterprise with Outstanding Business Performance,” “Outstanding Enterprise 
of Science and Technology Innovation” and “Outstanding Enterprise of 
Energy-Saving and Emission Reduction” of the SASAC in 2013-2015

Class “A” rating enterprise in terms of business performance in 2015, 
ranking the fourth among central SOEs and the first among central SOEs in 
construction industry; the Company has achieved the “A” rating for 11 years in 
a row
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Innovative development

CCCC will promote comprehensive deepening of reform, and effectively implement the pilot programs on reform of state-

owned capital investment companies; carry out innovation-driven development strategy in a deep-going way, and advance 

the effective connection of innovation chain and industry chain; vigorously boost innovations in technology, constantly 

carry out major research projects including BIM technology, urban comprehensive development and satellite application 

development; and accelerate management system innovation, cultivate science and technology innovation talents, and 

further leverage resource potential.

Coordinated development

CCCC will integrate resources and further improve coordination mechanism; enhance market coordination, coordinate 

domestic and overseas market resources, and support the orderly and effective transfer of production capability to overseas 

markets; strengthen industrial coordination, promote the coordination and collaboration of industry chains, and accelerate 

the transformation from industry chain to value chain; and reinforce organizational coordination, form a system in which all 

departments and entities concerned perform their respective duties and functions and cooperate with each other, and strive 

to achieve leap-forward development.

Green development 

CCCC will effectively implement the energy-saving and emission reduction work and set up the image of “green central 

SOE”; build corporate production system featuring low emission, and promote effective recycling of resources; attach 

importance to ecological protection, increase environmental protection investment, and boost research and development 

of environmental technologies; adhere to the principle of promoting construction and conducting environmental protection 

simultaneously, realize green manufacturing, build green projects, and create green brands.

Open development

CCCC will further develop overseas markets and energetically implement the international development strategy; organically 

integrate the advantages of domestic market’s production capability, finance and technology and the huge demands and 
broad markets of the countries along the “Belt and Road”; and promote the “Going Global” of infrastructure construction, 

industries and production capability, and financial services, and create new advantages for international development.

Shared development

CCCC will build shared platform and commit to achieving harmony and win-win results with stakeholders; adhere to the idea 

of putting people first, and construct multi-level and multi-dimensional career development space for employees; and actively 
implement the sharing and co-building mechanism, promote precision poverty alleviation work in a deep-going way, realize 

resource integration, and create shared value.

Future Prospect Appendix

ESG Guide

Information on:
(a) the policies; and
(b) compliance and material non-compliance with relevant 
standards, rules and regulations on air and greenhouse gas 
emissions, discharges into water and land, generation of 
hazard-ous and non-hazardous wastes, etc.

The types of emissions and respective emissions data

Greenhouse gas emissions in total (in tons) and where appro-
priate, intensity (e.g. per unit of production volume, per facility)

Total hazardous waste produced (in tons) and where 
appropriate, intensity (e.g. per unit of production volume, per 
facility)

Policies on efficient use of resources including energy, water 
and other raw materials

Total non-hazardous waste pro-duced (in tons) and where ap-
propriate, intensity (e.g. per unit of production volume, per 
facility)

Description of measures to mitigate emissions and results 
achieved

Description of how hazardous and non-hazardous wastes are 
handled, reduction initiatives and results achieved

ESG Requirements          Contents

General 
Disclosure

   A1.1

   A1.2

   A1.3

   A1.4

   A1.5

   A1.6

General 
Disclosure

   A2.1

   A2.2

A2
Use of 
resources

A1
Emissions

The new time brings along new dream and the new mission 

calls on new endeavor. In 2017, CCCC will firmly set up the 
five major development ideas of innovation, coordination, 

green, opening-up and sharing, adhere to the general work 

guideline of making progress while maintaining stability, 

and promote the strategy of building CCCC as an “excellent 

business entity in five fields” in a deep-going way, striving to 
achieve better results.

Direct and/or indirect energy consumption by type (e.g. 
electricity, gas or oil) in total (kWh in ‘000s) and intensity (e.g. 
per unit of production volume, per facility).

The water use of CCCC can be 
classif ied as direct and indirect 
water use. Direct water use includes 
groundwater  wi thdrawal ,  water 
withdrawal from rivers and so on. 
For the complicated situation of 
construction sites, the measurement 
of water use is difficult; as to indirect 
water use, no statistical channel 
has been introduced by far. In 2017, 
the Company will gradually conduct 
statistics on and enhance management 
of direct and indirect water use by 
improving water use equipment.

Water consumption in total and intensity (e.g. per unit of 
production volume, per facility)

P50

P51-52，P75

P51,P53

P51-52

P53

P51-52

P50

P75

P51-52，P75
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Description of whether there is any issue in 
sourcing water that is fit for purpose, water 
efficiency initiatives and results achieved

The water use of CCCC can be classified as 
direct and indirect water use. Direct water 
use includes groundwater withdrawal, 
water withdrawal from rivers and so on. For 
the complicated situation of construction 
sites, the measurement of water use 
is difficult; as to indirect water use, no 
statistical channel has been introduced by 
far. In 2017, the Company will gradually 
conduct  s tat is t ics  on and enhance 
management of direct and indirect water 
use by improving water use equipment, 
and gradually improve water use efficiency 
by enhancing lean management on water 
consumption and advancing equipment 
upgrading and so on.

As an enterprise in construction industry, 
CCCC is mainly engaged in the construction 
of infrastructure, real estate, urban complex 
and so on, and no packaging material 
is involved in. So, this indicator is not 
applicable.

Policies on improving employees’ knowledge 
and skills for discharging duties at work. 
Description of training activities.

Total workforce by employment type, age group and 
geographical region 

Number of suppliers by geo-graphical region

Policies on managing environ-mental and social 
risks of supply chain

Total packaging material used for finished products 
(in tons), and if applicable, with reference to per unit 

produced

The percentage of  employees tra ined by 
employee category (e.g. senior management, 
middle management, etc.)

The average training hours completed per 
employee by employee category

Description of energy use efficiency initiatives and 
results achieved

Information on:
(a) the policies; and
(b) compliance and material non-compliance 
with relevant standards, rules and regulations 
on compensation and dismissal, recruitment and 
promotion, working hours, rest periods, equal 
opportunity, diversity and other benefits and welfare

Description of steps taken to eliminate such 
practices when discovered

Information on:
(a) the policies; and
(b) compliance and material non-compliance 
with relevant standards, rules and regulations 
on providing a safe working en-vironment and 
protecting em-ployees from occupational haz-ards

Information on:
(a) the policies; and
(b) compliance and material non-compliance 
with relevant standards, rules and regulations 
on health and safety, advertising, labelling and 
privacy matters re-lating to products and services 
provided and methods of redress

Policies on minimizing the operation’s significant 
impact on the environment and natural resources

Information on:
(a) the policies; and
(b) compliance and material non-compliance 
with relevant standards, rules and regulations on 
preventing child or forced labor

Number and rate of work-related fatalities

Percentage of total products sold or shipped 
subject to recalls for safety and health reasons

Description of the significant impacts of activities 
on the environment and natural resources and the 
actions taken to manage them.

Description of measures to review employment 
practices to avoid child and forced labor

Employee turnover rate by age group and geographical 
region

Description of practices relating to engaging 
suppl iers, number of suppl iers where the 
practices are being implemented, how they are 
implemented and monitored

Lost days due to work injury

Number of products and service related complaints 
received and how they are dealt with

Description of practices relating to observing and 
protecting intel-lectual property rights

Description of quality assurance process and 
recall procedures

A2.4

A2.5

B3.1

A3 
The 

environment
 and 

natural 
resources

A2 
Use of 
resources

B1
Working 

Conditions

B4 
Labor 

standards

B3
Development 
and training

B2
Health 

and 
safety

B5
Supply 
chain 

management

B6
Product 

responsibility

General 
Disclosure

General 
Disclosure

General 
Disclosure

General 
Disclosure

General 
Disclosure

General 
Disclosure

General 
Disclosure

A3.1

B4.1

B3.2

A2.3

B1.1

B4.2

B2.1

B6.1

B6.3

B1.2

B5.2

B5.1

B2.2

B6.2

B6.4
Description of occupational health and safety 
measures adopted, how they are implemented 
and monitored

B2.3

ESG Requirements           Contents ESG Requirements           Contents

P62

P62-63

P76

P47，P65

P54

P48，P76

P56-60

P48

P65

P76

P76

P62

P77

P67

P67

P46

P62

P46

P62

P47，P77

P20

P46

P64-65

P53
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Information on:
(a) the policies; and
(b) compliance and material non-compliance 
with relevant standards, rules and regulations on 
bribery, extortion, fraud and money laundering.

Number of concluded legal cases regarding 
corrupt practices brought against the issuer or its 
employees during the reporting period and the 
outcomes of the cases

Description of preventive measures and whistle-
blowing procedures, how they are im-plemented 
and monitored

Description of consumer data protection and 
privacy policies, how they are implemented and 
monitored

Resources contributed (e.g. money or time) to the 
focus area.

Policies on community engagement to understand 
the community’s needs where it operates and 
to ensure its activities take into consideration 
communities’ interests

Focus areas of contribution (e.g. education, 
environmental concerns, labor needs, health, 
culture, sport).

B7.1

B8 
Community 
investment

B7
Anti-

corruption

B8.1

B7.2

B6.5

B8.2

ESG Requirements           Contents

General 
Disclosure

General 
Disclosure

P76

P20-21

P77

P69

P47

P69

P20-21
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of 

Materiality (★★★★★★★★★★) 
The Report systematically disclosed key issues of construction industry, such as the 

implementation of macro policy, construction quality management, product service 
innovation, rights and interests protection for migrant workers, supplier management, 
safety guarantee in production, responsible procurement, the use of green building 
materials, and environmental technology research and development, which was detailed 
and adequate. The report has super excellent materiality. 

 

Completeness（（★★★★★★★★☆☆）） 
The main content of the Report revealed 87.5% of the core indicators of the 

construction industry from the angle of "We build a better connected world", "We make 
cities more livable" and "We create better life for people ". The report has leading 
completeness. 

Balance(★★★★★★★★★★) 
     The Report disclosed some negative information, such as "employee turnover rate", 

"general and above environmental emergencies" and "serious safety accident deaths”,“the 
rate of customer complaints”, “the number of cases for the company or staff corruption", and 
sketched the causes and countermeasures of "Gantry crane collapse accident in CCCC 
Harbor Engineering Co., Ltd". All this demonstrated the super excellent balance.  

Comparability（（★★★★★★★★★★）） 
The Report disclosed the data of more than 3 consecutive years for 70 key indicators, 

such as "operation revenue", "total profits", "comprehensive energy consumption of unit 
operation revenue", "green procurement rate", "female manager proportion" and "the 
acceptance rate of projects in the first time"; and conducted a horizontal comparison 
among "profitability" "the ability to create value", "overseas market share of Chinese 
construction enterprises”. The report has super excellence comparability. 

Readability (★★★★★★★★★★) 
     The Report had a clear framework, suitable space, fluent language and rich 
cases; ink illustrations and pictures were combined in cover and text design with the 
integration of main business elements of the enterprise, which suited the style of the 
words, vividly demonstrating the industry characteristics of the enterprise with 
unique style; each chapter ended up with two stories with special topics, and expati-
ated responsibility characteristics through the stories, which not only echoed the 
textual theme, but also made the report more interesting; through "Little Knowledge" 
and "Extended Reading", some terms were explained, enhancing the expansibility 
the report. All of above make the report super excellence readability. 
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Suggestions and Feedback

This Report is the 10th social responsibility report released by CCCC. To continuously improve the social 

responsibility work and constantly enhance the capability and level of fulfilling social responsibility of CCCC, we are 
very keen to receive your opinions and suggestions. Thanks for helping us fill the feedback form. For any suggestions 
or advice, please feel free to contact us by the following means.

Tel.: 86-10-82016737

Name:

Company/Organization:

Title:

Tel.:

E-mail:

Suggestions and Feedback

1. What is your overall evaluation of this social responsibility report?

2. Does this report reflect the major impacts of CCCC on economy, society and environment?

3. Does this report disclose clear, accurate and complete information, data and indicators?

4. What is the most satisfying part of this report?

5. What other information would you like to know about this report?

6. What are your suggestions for our future social responsibility reports?

Contact: CCCC Party Committee Work Department (Corporate Culture Department), No. 85, Deshengmenwai Street, 

Xicheng District, Beijing, China

Your Information

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Poor

Poor

Good

Good

Good

Very Poor

Fair

Fair

Fair No Idea


